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I 

INTRODUCTION 

To the majority of practical breeders inbreeding 
appears as a rather mysterious danger. There is a 
reason for this, but there is no reason for neglecting 
the possibilities which the process opens out for the 
practical improvement of domestic plants and animals. 
Even if its importance could be ignored thirty years 
ago, at the time of the publication of East and 
Jones' pioneer book In6reed£ng and Outbreedz'ng (1), the 
resounding success of methods of maize improvement 
based on inbreeding, and the large contribution which 
this success has made to the prosperity of the United 
States, make it certain that a theoretical and practical 
study of the subject will form an essential part of future 
programmes either of genetic or of agricultural research. 

The first important step towards the elucidation of 
the subject was taken by Darwin. Advancing from 
the notion that the innumeraqle adaptations of animals 
and plants were due to a selective process, whereby in 
each generation some kinds of individuals leave more 
descendants than others, he was struck by the many 
peculiarities of plants favouring cross-fertilisation rather 
than the self-fertilisation of which hermaphrodite plants 
are capable. Some plants, like so many animals, have 
come to have separate sexes. Others, while still 
hermaphrodite, bear the pollen and ovules on different 
inflorescences. In others again a self-sterility 
mechanism, genetically controlled by a series of multiple 
allelomorphs, prevents the acceptance of either type of 
pollen which the plant to be fertilised could itself 
produce. In yet other plants of many different orders, 
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there are two or three morphologically distinct forms 
adapted to cross-fertilisation, and incapable of legitimate 
self-fertilisation. The multiplicity of the means em
ployed, and the similarity of the effect produced, 
provided for Darwin a strong argument that these 
diverse mechanisms had each been evolved in response 
to selection, by reason of some real advantage of 
the products of cross-fertilisation over those of self
fertilisation. The ancient and widespread incest taboos 
in man, and the production by many insects (and by 
woodlice) of unisexual families, strongly suggest that in 
animals with separate sexes, the mating of near relatives 
has been subject to a similar counter-selection, and that 
means have been found to avoid the frequent occurrence 
of such unions. 

Guided by this inference, Darwin carried out a 
most important series of experiments to compare 
quantitatively the growth rates among the products 
of cross- and self-fertilisation in a number of plant 
species. The results were reported in his book (1876) 
on The Effects of Cross- and Self-Fertilisation in the 
Vegetable Kingdom (2). In all cases Darwin found, 
in accordance with previously expressed qualitative 
opinion, but for the first time with experimental 
accuracy, that the growth rate was generally higher 
in the offspring of crosses than in those of selfings. 
In this he justified the view that natural selection was 
competent to have brought about the numerous different 
adaptations favouring crossing. He did not, however, 
infer that' the phenomenon he had demonstrated was 
due, as was commonly thought, to any permanent or 
cumulative injury to the stock. On the contrary he 
drew special attention to the facts that some individuals 
and their descendants could be found which showed no 
apparent signs of injury, and that the first cross-fertilised 
generation from apparently debilitated individuals 
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showed no signs of the inbreeding to which their parents 
individually had been subjected. The whole series of 
Darwin's experiments is consonant with the view that 
the injury done by self-fertilisation is immediate in 
affecting the offspring, but not permanent or cumulative, 
as it would be if it injured the stock. 

The stages of the argument due to Darwin, are 
(i) mechanisms exist widely leading to the avoidance of 
inbreeding, and (ii) inbreeding does in fact have effects 
likely to incur a selective disadvantage. The question 
of how it has such effects was not answered by Darwin, 
and it is only since the rediscovery of Mendel's work 
that a rational theory has become possible. This theory 
depends essentially on the phenomenon of dominance, 
whereby the heterozygote, receiving different allelo
morphic genes from its two parents, is not strictly 
intermediate between the two corresponding homo
zygotes, but resembles one of them, the dominant, 
often completely, while differing from the other, the 
recessive. Mendel enunciated no law of dominance, 
but introduced the terms dominant and recessive, to 
describe this phenomenon, which he encountered in all 
the seven factors studied by him in Pisum. The 
observation was of especial importance just because 
it does not follow as a logical consequence from the 
particulate theory of inheritance, embodied in his law 
of segregation, but is a fact additional to that law. 
Without it we could give no explanation of the effects 
of inbreeding, for the only effect which inbreeding can 
have, in accordance with the law of segregation, is to 
increase the frequency of the two kinds of homozygote 
equally at the expense of the frequency of the hetero
zygote. In the absence of dominance this can have no 
effect on the average, but can only increase the varia
bility among the offspring of a self-fertilisation, or a 
union of close relatives. When, however, factors 
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showing dominance are present in the inbred material 
there will be an abrupt increase in the proportion of 
recessives, and these will differ phenotypically from the 
heterozygotes which they replace. 

Genetic theory does, therefore, supply a rational 
basis for understanding the effects of inbreeding, 
provided we can answer the further question : Why 
should disadvantageous genes tend to be- recessive? 
'In the chapter on the evolution of dominance in his 
book The Genetical Theory of Natural Selection (3), the 
author has given some account of the theory that 
disadvantageous genes are maintained in all species 
by rare mutations, the frequency of each (generally 
somewhat low) being such that the elimination by 
natural selection just balances fresh accretions by 
mutation ; that similar mutations, though rare events, 
have occurred regularly in the past, often for enormous 

. periods ; that in this situation natural selection will 
constantly favour modifying factors tending to render 
each type of heterozygote more normal, or in other 
words to render the disadvantageous mutant more 
recessive ; and that such recessive genes, though each 
rar:e compared with its normal allelomorph, exist in 
great numbers in different parts of the gerrri plasm. 
This: -~heory, although strenuously combated by Prof; 
Sewall Wright, appears now to be found generally 
acceptable. Since it was put forward, moreover, its 
only questionable premise, that the reaction of the 
heterozygote is readily modified by the selection of 
modifying factors, has been decisively verified by 
E. B. Ford with the magpie moth, Abraxas 
grossulariata (4), and by Fisher and Holt with the com
mon house mouse, Mus musculus (5). There is no room 
to doubt that any other case chosen would show a 
correspondingly striking and rapid response. 

If we add, then, to the primary genetical argument, 
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the view that deleterious genes, harmful to normal 
physiological efficiency, are constantly being supplied, 
.at a low rate, by· mutation, and that these have~ by a 
slow evolutionary process, for the most part now become 
completely recessive to their normal allelomorphs, the 
effect of inbreeding will be seen to consist in uncovering, 
or exposing, some of the manifold defects of the germ
plasm, and we can understand both why cross-fertilisation 
mechanisms and instincts have come into existence to 
avoid this immediate evil; and, on the other hand, why 
the germ .plasm is completely uninjured, and why the 
deleterious effects produced should disappear entirely 
when inbreeding is followed by an ·outcross. 

Practical breeders of farm animals are naturally 
deterred from a form of mating which is liable to produce 
animals undersized, unproductive, a~d liable to disease. 
Their reluctance is doubtless enhanced by a subconscious 
abhorrence of incest in their own species. N everthelessJ 
when an inbred line is formed froin elite stock, it can· 
contain no genes, however ·inferior it may appear, 
which were not present in its admired progenitors, 
nor can it hand any others on to its descendants. At 
the expense of some loss of appearance, and immediate 
utility, and with the real inconvenience of lower fertility, 
which may make the maintenance of such $tocks 
difficult, the germ plasm rna y have been purified of 
many unnecessary defects, and the great boon of 
reliability of breeding performance gained. All that 
is learnt of the breeding potentialities and environmental 
reactions of such stocks is knowledge of continuing 
value, permanently applicable to practical purposes so 
long as the inbred stock is maintained. Slow as the 
production of such closely inbred stock undoubtedly is, 
the forty-nine years which have elapsed since the 
rediscovery of Mendel's work would have sufficed to 
supply the present generation of animal breeders with 
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material of the utmost value, had the adoption of 
inbreeding programmes not been de!ayed by prejudice 
and inertia, reinforced perhaps by superstitious fear. 
The example of their success in plant breeding is, 
however, now so overwhelming that serious steps will 
certainly be increasingly taken to make similar im
provements in the breeding of livestock. 
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II 

SEGREGATING INBRED LINES 

1. Formal Structure 

FoR genetical purposes it is important that a line can 
be inbred while still maintaining segregation in one or 
more manifest factors. In each generation matings are 
selected so that a heterozygote is mated to a recessive 

Aaxaa. 

Such a mating will reproduce the genotypes of the 
parents in equal numbers. The progress of inbreeding 
depends only on the mating of close relatives, so that 
if a male and female of different genotypes are selected, 
the segregation will be maintained and the inbreeding 

. continued. With animals such as mice bearing several 
at a birth, such selection is easy. Half the possible 
matings in the long run will be between mice of 
complementary types, and such matings may be spoken 
of as eligible for the continuation of the line. · 

The possibility of maintaining such a line with a 
number of different factors segregating simultaneously 
depends on the prospect of obtaining eligible matings. 
We shall first give a calculation of the number of eligible 
matings to be expected in a line producing N genotypes 
of each sex in equal numbers. 

2. The Number of Eligible Matings Expected 

Of s mice (or whatever the organism may be) bred 
let t be males, and let these comprise g. of the N 
genotypes available for each sex;. then, supposing each 
male can be used with any number of females, each of 
the s-t females has a probability gfN of finding a 

7 
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suitable mate, and the expected number of eligible 
matings is 

g 
N(s-t). 

For any given value t,' the probability of any value g 
is calculable from the so-called differences of the powers 
of zero, and is 

I Nl , 
N' · gi(N-g)l A uo, 

where us = x' ; -then the expectation of gfN is 

I N (N- I)l . I ( I)' 
N',~l(g-I)I(N-g)l A'uo=N,A(N-I)'=I- I-N. 

Less formally this may be seen from the fact that the 
chance of any chosen male genotype being un
represented is . 

But for any given value of s the probability of each 
possible value t is given by the binomial expansion of 
(l +!)', and is 

I sl 
2- · t!(s-t)l ; 

hence the expectation of the number of eligible matings is 

- J: I- I--I 8 

sf { ( I)'} 
2• t=l tl(s-t- I)! N 

' s{ I ( I )a-1} =-I-- I+I--
2 2•-1 N 

s{ ( I )•-1 =2 I- I-2N • 

Table 1 gives the values of these expectations for N 
equal to 8, 16, 32 corresponding with J, 4 and 5 
independently segregating factors. 
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TABLE 1 

Values of is { 1- (1- 2~)"--
1}, . 

N=8. N= 16. N=J2. 

S= I ""() ""() ""() I=S 

2 "'0625 -o3125 ""()1§625 2 

3 •1816466 -<>92285 -o46509 3 
4 ·3520508 ·181702 e()()2293 4 
5 ·568801)5 •298154 •152626 5 
6 ·8274107 •440354 •227164 6 

7 1•1237305 ·6o7o67 •315572 7 
8 1•4539969 '797110 •417518 8 

9 1•8147624 1'009351 '532681 9 
10 2•2028775 1'242704 ·66o745 10 
IJ. 2·6154674 1'4¢131 ·8ol400 II 

12 3""()499098 1•768639 '954034 12 
13 3·5038157 2•059274 1'119282 IJ 
14 3"975I6o6 2•367128 1•295921 14 
IS 2•691327 1•483979 IS 
16 J•031037 1•683178 16 
17 3·385462 •·893246 17 
18 3"753838 2"113916 18 
19 2"344929 19 
20 2•§86o28 20 

21 2•836¢5 21 
22 3"097495 22 
23 3"36738o 23 
24 3"646384 24 
25 3"934281 25 

3. Linked Factors 

If two of the factors used are linked, and are both 
heterozygous in the same parent, half the genotypes 
will be due to recombination. Both or neither of the 
genotypes of an eligible mating must be in this group. 
We may now calculate the expectation of eligible 
matings of these two classes. 

If s' is the number of animals bred in the recom
bination classes, and n is the number of recombination 
genotypes in both sexes together, the expected number 
of suitable matings is 

{ . ( I)'"-1} }s' I- I-; ; 

B 
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but out of s animals bred the probability of s' 
recombinations is 

sl 
s'!(s~s')! p•'q•-•', 

if the fl:"action p are expected to be recombinants, and 
q non-recombinants. Hence the expected number of 
suitable matings of the recombination classes from s 
animals bred is 

1 1: . ,. ·-·· • sl { ( -I}''-1} 2,·=1(s'-I)!(s-s')!p q . I- I-;; 

=iPs{ I-[p( I-~)+ q r-1
} 

=iPs{ I-(I-~r-
1

}. 
Equally the expected number of suitable matings of 
non-~ecombinational genotypes is 

If from a mating in coupling a non-recombinational 
pair is selected the new mating will also manifest linkage 
in the coupling phase. If a recombinational pair is 
selected, each will be heterozygous for one of the linked 
factors, and from them all genotypes will appear in 
equal numbers. In half the eligible matings from 
among these, this condition will be continued. In the 
other half the matings will exhibit linkage, this time in 
repulsion. From repulsion progenies we can make up 
coupling inatings by choosing recombinations, or non
linkage matings by choosing old combinations. Thus :-

N/N 

""'-R-N 

'-c-c .,N 
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where the matings made by continuing a linkage mating 
using· old combinations are shown in the same line. 
Note that repulsion matings can only follow matings of 
the non-linkage type. The number of non-linkage 
matings must be at least equal to the number in repulsion 
in any recurring system. 

4. The Probability of at Least One Suitable Mating 

The expected number of eligible matings gives 
useful guidance as to the numbers likely to be needed 
in continuing a segregating inbred line. It may, 
however, be asked further how often we shall fail to 
obtain any eligible mating after breeding a given 
number of young. 

If s objects are distributed among an even number 
2N of equal cells, to each of which a second corresponds 
reciprocally; the chance of any chosen cell being 
unoccupied is 

(I--I)' 2N' 

and the chance of any chosen set of t cells being un
occupied is 

Hence the chance that one or the other of any pair of 
cells is unoccupied is 

h = 2 (I- 2~ r- (I- 2~ )'. 
Now the chance that any t of 2r chosen cells shall be 
unoccupied, and the remaining 2r- t be occupied is 

( I)' ( t)( t+I)'+ (2r-t)(2r-t-I) ( t+2)' I-- - 2r- I-- X I--2N 2N I·2 2N 

( 2r)' -. • • (-)2r-t 1-2N • 



a 
w 

b 
w ... 
X 
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Hence the chance that any two chosen pairs are each 
not both occupied is 

/2=4(I-~)'-4(I-_1_)' +(I-_±_)' · 2N 2N 2N ' 
and for three chosen pairs 

Pa = s(I-~r-I2 (I- 2irY+6(I-!NY- (I-&r 
4 

~ lr---------+-------~,_---,~--~--~~---+--------~ 
:1:: ... a 
"' w ... 
:1:: 
:::> z 

5 10 IS 20 
NUMBER OF MICE REARED 

FIG. I.-Number of appropriate matings expected in lines segregating 
8, 16 and 32 genotypes of each sex plotted against the number of mice 
reared from any mating. The vertical lines indicate the average num
ber of mice needed to obtain one appropriate mating. 

'f o:..a p - I Ar or, 1 Uo: = 2 ....-, r- (2N)•.22N 2,LI UzN-2r• 

representing the chance that any chosen r of the N 
pairs of reciprocal eligible matings shall not be available. 

The probability of no eligible pair is, therefore 
. I I N Nl 
PN(s) = ( ·N),LtNu0 = ( N)' E '(N~ )I (-Y2N-r(N-r)•. 

2 2 r=O r. r. 
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These probabilities are somewhat laborious to 
calculate. For small values of s they may be expressed 
in a few terms only, e.g. 

s 

2 

3 

4 

I 
1 -2N 

1-..L+_L 
2N 4N2 

I-~+_!1_ _ _21_ 
2N 4N2 · 8.N3 
IO 45 95 75 

5 I- 2N+ 4N2 - 8.N3 + I6N'. 

For high values of s, larger than N, when the 
probability is approaching zero, if no eligible mating 
has yet appeared, nearly half of the 2N genotype 
classes will have been filled, their complementary 
classes being still empty ; consequently the probability 
that the next animal classified will complete a pair must 
rise towards a half, and the probability of failing to 
make a· mating will decrease nearly to half its previous 
value for each additional animal. 

For example, with N = 4, the probabilities are:-
TABLE 2 

Probability of No Eligible 
Probability of Completing 

Number Bred (s). the First Eligible Mating 
Mating p 1(s). with the s-th Offspring . p,(s-1)-p,(s) . 

2 •875 •125 
3 •672 •203 
4 "459 "213 
5 ·286 •173 
6 •161 •124 . 
7 "093 -o68 
8 "050 "043 
9 "027 •024 

10 •014 "013 
II "007 "007 
12 "004 "003 
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Both series, PN(s) and PN(s- 1)-pN(s), alike tend to 
zero in equality with 2N-•. .. 

If the young are produced one at a time; the time 
consumed in waiting for an eligible mating would be 
proportional to the average number that would require 
to be bred, that is to the mean of the frequency distri
bution shown in the third column of Table 1. 

5. The Mean Number of Animals which Need be Bred 

The mean and indeed the other cumulants of this 
distribution may be found from the expression already 
given for the probability ; for, since the probability of 
completing the first eligible mating with the s-th 
offspring is 

p(s- 1)-p(s), 

the mean of the distribution must be 
00 00 

Es(p(s-1)-p(s)) = Ep(s), 
•=1 •=0 

and the factorial moments about zero may be found 
similarly, from the relations 

£ s(s-l) (p(s-1)--p(s)) = Esp(s) 
•=1 2 0 

~ s(s-1)(s-2) ( ( ) ( )) ~ s(s-1) () 
.L. --'------'7

1 
-~ p S-1 -p S = .L. --

1 
-p S. 

1=1 3· 0 2. 

Now, with p(s) = ·E 
1 

Nl ,.(-Y2N-r.(N-r)',· 
r=O r.(N-r). 2N 

we find ,oo N N! 2N 
E p(s) = E '(N- ),.(-Y2N-r.N+ ' 

•=O r=or. r. r 
oo N N! 2N(N-r) 

E sp(s)= E '(N- ),.(-Y2N-r. (N+ )2 ' 
e=O r=O r. r . r 

00 s(s-1) _ N N! _, N-r 2N(N-r)2 

E p(s) - E '(N- )'. ( ) 2 • (N+ )3 , •=O 2 r=O r. r . r 

and so on, in general. 
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These may all be determined arithmetically for any 
chosen N by summation of the terms derived from the 
expansion (2- 1)N. In the case of the mean it has been 
shown by K. Williams that a simple algebraic form 
can be found. · 

For any given function of r, which we may write vr, 
we may use the equivalence 

N Nl ' 
"' · (-)r N-r - ( -A)N r~o r!(N-r)! 2 Vr- I Vo, 

~ . 

but, in the case of the function 

2N 
v =--· 

r N+r 

we have the simple relation 

r!(N-I)! r!N! 
Arvo = 2N(-y. (N+r)! = (-Y2. (N+r)!; 

hence 
- N - N N! r!N! = 2 X (N!)2 

(I A) Vo-
2 r~ r!(N-r)! · (N+r)! r=O (N-r)!(N+r)! 

2N (N!)2 
=I+ X I( N )'' •=O s. 2 -s. 

putting s = N -r, and separating half the terrn for r = o, 

22N(N!)! 
=I+ (2N)! ' 

which is the average ordinal value of the first eligible 
mating as the young are examined one by one. If 
the young come in litters of average size /, we must 
add something like !(/- 1) to find the average number 
of young bred when the first eligible mating becomes 
available. With pigs or mice we might then add 3 or 4 
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to the numbers given in Table J, calculated from the 
formulce above. The average number of litters required 
should not then exceed two for these species, even if 
five factors are kept segregating .. 

TABLE 3 

Average Num!Jer of Young Needed to Obtain One Eligible Mating, 
witlz tlze Sampling Variance and Standard Deviation 

N. Mean. Variance. Standard Deviation. 

4 4-65714 4•42925 2·o6137 
8 6•()()215 7•59484 2•75587 

16 8•14541 14•40452 3•79533 
32 n·o6575 28·10085 s·301oz 

For large values of N, beyond those tabulated, a 
satisfactory approximation is afforded by the distribution 

p = e-<•-l>"f4N. 

The value 
s=I+VI2N 

will reduce p to about 5 per cent., so that this number 
will seldom need to be exceeded. The mean is 

I+V1TN, 

and the variance 

These approximate values should be compared with the 
exact values for N = 32. 

6. Uses of Segregating Inbred Lines 

Segregating inbred lines are needed to determine 
the actual effects of manifest genetic differences, for in 
a~y individual organism the manifestation must depend 
on the other genes present. This requires not only 
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that the genotypes to be compared shall -be alike in 
respect of other manifest factors affecting the same organ 
or organ system, but that they shall be really comparable 
in all genetic respects, so that we shall not ascribe to 
any one factor under examination the joint consequences 
of it together with numerous unrecognisable factors, in 
which different stocks normally differ. Such compara
bility can only be assured within an inbred line. It is, 
of course, of especial importance in studies of dominance, 
for no statement of dominance is reliable without a 
valid comparison of the heterozygote with both of the 
corresponding homozygotes. It is also of importance 
whenever genetic differences are to be demonstrated 
either to students, or in a permanent record such 
as illustration of books, or museum specimens. For 
such purposes lines segregating in several factors are 
particularly desirable, for with these not only single 
contrasts, but the interactions of two or more can be 
exhibited. 

The preservation of living genetic material is also 
best carried out in segregating inbred lines. Genetic 
progress with most species in the past has consisted in 
the recognition of the effects of some few, or many, 
genetic factors. Future work requires that these shall 
be preserved, and in a form available for immediate use. 
If this is not done, the value of past work is thrown away. 
To preserve a rare gene in an isolated stock enables 
it to be recovered for interbreeding or comparison with 
another, or the same, gene discovered later, but only 
at the expense of several generations of preliminary 
crossing to introduce the normal allelomorph, and to 
free the cross from unwanted factors. What is needed 
in practice is the gene and one at least of its allelomorphs, 
usually its normal allelomorph, segregating together on 
a uniform genetic background, and this is supplied by a 
segregating inbred line. If the gene is segregating as a 
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dominant, we are at once in a position to introduce 
the new gene in a parallel line ; if as a recessive, we 
should first have to make up homozygotes of the normal 
gene in the chosen line before introducing the new gene. 
The time consumed in preparing genetic material for 
making an adequate comparison is often considerable, 
and it is a great advantage to possess stocks of prepared 
material available for future use. 

Inbred lines segregating in several factors ensure a 
steady supply of data on possible linkages. Close 
linkage is usually discovered quickly ; loose linkage is 
liable to be overlooked, and requires a large number 
of progeny for its demonstration. Partial linkage with 
sex is to be expected in many more organisms than have 
yet shown it (Lebz"stes and Man), and until recently no 
sex linkage had yet appeared in the large amount of 
study devoted to the rodents. \Vhen loose linkage is 
in view the accumulation of negative evidence for 
factors in different linkage groups is as important as 
the discovery of new linkages, for such data are often 
not reported. A line segregating in five factors, 
supposedly unlinked and autosomal, will, as it is 
continued, supply evidence relevant to ten possible 
autosomal linkages and to five possible sex linkages. 
Every mating will give information ·on some of these, 
either in coupling or repulsion. It is to be noted that 
all eligible matings are not equally informative. Thus 
a five-fold dominant male mated to a five-fold recessive 
female will be a double backcross for all fifteen items, 
while a doubly dominant male mated to a triply dominant 
female will supply evidence on only six. \Vhen a choice 
has to be made between ·different eligible matings this 
circumstance may be home in mind, although until the 
material is already highly inbred, it would be unwise 
to delay the inbreeding programme in order to in
crease the information as to linkage. For five factors 
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the possible mating types may be classed as follows:-

TABLE 4 

Autosomal Sex Number of 
Linkagt>. Linkage. Mating Types. 

abc de <:(.XABCDE~ 10 5 I 

Abcde <:;.xaBCDE ~ 6 4 5 
ABcde <:(.xabCDE ~ 4 3 10 

ABC de <:;.xabcDE ~ 4 2 10 

ABCDe <:(.XabcdE ~ 6 5 
ABCDE <:(.Xabcde ~ 10 0 

On the average of all matings, each contributes to 
five autosomal and two-and-a-half sex linkages. As 
each mating. is completed its contribution should be 
carried through to the summary of matings in coupling 
and repulsion for each linkage being tested. 

Inbred lines are conveniently carried on in a series 
of parallels. How many must depend on the probability 
of needing a rapid expansion of the stock. For security 
a reasonable number is three, if each pair is discarded 
as soon as its offspring have bred. The three lineages 
are then continued in parallel, and on the failure of 
any one it is replaced by a pair from one of the others. 
Crossing between different lineages should not ordinarily 
be practised. If a large number of uniform young are 
required from an outcross with another line, steps 
should be taken in time to set aside the necessary 
parents. Lines segregating in few factors or none will 
build up such a supply most quickly, since it is only 
the homozygotes which when outcrossed will give a 
genetically uniform progeny. With experience, however, 
others carrying one or more recessives will certainly be 
found to introduce no appreciable variability for the 
purposes, such as biological assay, for which they may 
be required. 

Sets of lines may be made up surveying compre
hensively the linkages of a number of apparently 
independent factors, and, at the same time, though 
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less comprehensively, their phenotypic interactions. 
With mice, for example, there are 20 pairs of 
chromosomes, including the· sex pair. We may also 
find 2 I factors supposedly all unlinked with each 
other and with sex. · If each is used in 5 lines, with 
all 4 associates different for every line, it will be used 
in one line with each of the 20 other factors. In 2I 

lines, then, the 2Io autosomal 
linkages will all be tested ·once, 
and the 2 I sex linkages each 5 
times. Since there are only 20 ·· 
chromosomes, 2 of the linkages at 
least must be real. The combina
torial problem of allocating the 
factors to the lines has been solved. 
It is equivalent to one of the 
problems of incomplete blocks 
arising in the design of controlled 
experiments. This solution is based 
on the orthogonal 4 X 4 square. 
The most ready method of arriv
ing at a solution in practice is to 
arrange the factors in any order 
in a· circle, and counting from 
any one of the 2 I possible starting 
points, to choose numbers I, 4, 5, 

Io, I2 as given in Fisher and Yates' Statz"stz"cal Tables, 
where other aspects of incomplete blocks and orthogonal 
squares are also discussed. It !flay, however, easily be 
verified that this method will give 2 I selections of the 
kind required, and a wider knowledge is needed only 
for adapting the method to other organisms. When, 
as in this case, a cyclic solution exists, a stencil may 
be cut so as to expose the chosen sets of 5 when the 
factors to be used are written down in a circle with 2 I 
sectors, or in a column, with the first 1 I repeated 
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at the end of the list. This process is widely 
· applicable, and deserves to be more used in experimental 

work. · 
With factors having more than two allelomorphs~ 

any two may be chosen, consonantly with the efficient 
classification of the other factors present. Equally, 
if two or more factors are known to be linked, either 
may be chosen in any given line. It is thus a real 
advantage that each linkage group should appear in a 
number of lines. For example, in mice the albino 
factor has the four allelomorphs~ C for full colour, 
ceA chinchilla, c• extreme dilution and c albino. It is 
also linked with sh1 shaker, and with p pink-eyed 
dilution. The five lines in which this group is to 
appear might contain 

Cc•"' X c•"'c""' 
c•"'c8 X c•"'c""' 
c•"'c X c•"'c""' 
Pp X pp 

Sh1sh1 X sh1sh1, 

so including all eight genes; it will be noticed that 
the albino and the extreme dilution homozygotes are 
avoided as incompatible with the classification of other 
colour factors. This is done by manifesting C

8 and c 
by their dominant effects in relation to chin(:hilla. 
Extremely dilute pigmentation which would mask 
other diluting factors may thus be avoided. If" intense 
chinchilla " really exists and should chance to be 
rediscovered, it could be accommodated by substitution 
for chinchilla in one of the first three lines. 

When a linkage is observed, five of the lines, in which 
one of the linked factors were used, must be assigned 
to some new factor awaiting test, the five in which the 
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other factor was used, including that in which both 
occurred, will be divided as seems most convenient 
between the two factors now known to be linked. 
Sometimes both may be used together. In this way 
a new linkage will be created, unless more than one 
previously existing remains undiscovered.· 



III 
PROGRESS TOWARDS HOMOZYGOSITY 

· 7. The Mating System 

IN the previous chapter we have assumed the use of 
sib-matings, whole brothers and sisters, as the most 
convenient form of inbreeding for animals having many 
at a birth. It is not, however, the only possible form, 
and does not possess all the advantages of other.methods 
in special circumstances. Some of these will be 
described in the following chapter (IV). It is, however, 
first necessary to develop a sufficiently comprehensive 
approach to the mathematical problems which arise 
when any mating system is adopted, and to those 
which arise when it is changed or varied. For this 
purpose we rna y first consider in some detail the genetic 
consequences of repeated sib-matings. · 

8. The Generation Matrix 

Confining attention to a single locus, individuals rna y 
be of only two classes, homozygotes and heterozygotes, 
but the number of different types of mating to be 
distinguished is seen on consideration to be seven. 
These are:-

(i) Like homozygotes, represented by aa x aa, 
yielding only the genotype aa, and so leading 
to only one type of mating, namely the 
parental type (i). 

(ii) Heterozygote mated to a homozygote having 
one gene in common with it, as aa x ao ; this 
will yield the two parental types of offspring 
aa and ao in equal numbers, and among these 



(iii) 

(iv) 

-
(v) 

(vi) 

(vii) 
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three types of mating may be made, namely 
aa x aa or (i) with frequency !, aa X ab or (ii) 
with frequency !, and finally ab X ab or (iii) 
with frequency !. 

Two like heterozygotes ab X ab yielding l aa, 
l ab and l bb. If these are mated at random 
we shall find i of type (i) namely ls aa xaa 
and fi bb x bb, next l will be of type (ii) namely 
! aa X ab and l ab X bb, then, ! will be of 
type (iii), and, finally l will be aa x bb, type (iv). 

Unlike homozygotes aa X {;{; ; these will yield 
only ab and give rise only to matings between 
like heterozygotes (iii). 

Two heterozygotes having one gene in common 
ab xae. These will yield i aa, ! ab, ! ae, l be. 
If these are mated at random, we have -h 
type (i), l type (ii), 1

3
6 type (iii), i type (v) 

and l aa X !Jc type (vi). 
Heterozygote with homozygote having no gene 

in common with it, aa x be. This will yield 
ab and ae in equal numbers. The matings 
between these are l of type (iii) and l of 
type (v). 

Two heterozygotes having nothing in common, 
ab X cd, yielding four genotypes all heterozygous 
in equal numbers, ac, ad, !Jc, bd. On inter
breeding these at random we have ! type (iii), 
l type (v) and ! type (vii). 

' 
The consequences of each possible type of mating 

may thus be followed out, and we find that each type 
except the first leads to one or more of the other types 
in a fixed proportion of cases. The whole of the genetic 
consequences of inbreeding may be embodied in a table 
showing the frequency with which each type leads to 
each, If we knew the probabilities of each of the 
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seven types in any one generation we could infer the 
probabilities of each in the next, and, by repeating 
the process, in all subsequent generations in which the 
same breeding system was employed. 

If then t, u, v, w, x, y and z stand for the frequencies 
of the different mating types in any generation, we may 
use a suffix o for the initial condition, I, 2, .... , n, for 
subsequent generations, and can write down 7 equations 
expressing t11 1t]., v1 , w1 , x1 , y1 , and z1 in terms of t0 , u.,, 
v0 , w0 , x0 , y0 , and z0 • We shall adopt a tabular form for 
expressing the genetic facts, which may easily be read 
as such a _system of equations. 

TABLE 5 

Om Generation of Sib-mating 

lo Uo Vo Wo Xo Yo Zo 
I 4 8 I 16 2 4 

/1 I I I - I . 
ul 2 4 . 4 
vl I 2 I 3 I I 

wl . . I . . . 
xl . 6 I 2 

Y1 . . . 2 . . 
zl . . . I 

Each column of the table represents one of the 
original mating types, and shows how frequently the 
next mating derived from it will be of any of the possible 
kinds. The total of the entries in any column appears 
as a divisor of the symbol standing at its head, so that 
the rows of the table may be read as equations ; e.g. 

t1 = to+luo+lvo+hxo 
representing the fact that t1 will be supplied by t0 , u0 , 

c 
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v0 , and x0 , but not by other initial mating types, and 
that all the matings derived from 10 , l of those from u0 , 

l from v0 , and l 6 from x0 will be matings between like 
homo zygotes. 

Since t continually increases, while the frequencies 
of all the other types must diminish, and since the gain 
in t must exactly balance the losses in the others,· we 
may in practice ignore the first row and the first column 
of the table, leaving a 6 X 6 table for the other mating 
types. We shall still, of course, take account of the 
divisors at the column heads. Apart from the in~ 
convenience in writing and printing, these divisors 
could be brought into the body of the table, which would 
then be a 6 X 6 matrix of the coefficients of 10 • • • • z0 

in the expressions for /1 .... z1 • We shall refer to this 
matrix, or 6 x 6 table, as the generation matrix, for it 
shows the exact course of the changes to be expected 
in the passage of one generation. 

It will be noticed that the table of the generation 
matrix has been divided horizontally and vertically into 
four sections corresponding with matings involving 
I, 2, 3 and 4 different genes respectively. Since it is 
impossible for this number to increase in the course of 
a generation, the occupied portion of the table will 
consist of a chain of blocks containing the diagonal, 
representing cases in which the gene number is 
unchanged, and of the blocks standing above these, 
representing the cases in which the gene number is 
diminished~ The blocks below, representing an increase 
in gene number are necessarily empty. This sub
division is a convenience for practical solution, but the 
properties with which we shall be concerned are in 
general theory to be regarded as properties of the 
6 X 6 matrix as a whole. 

Seeing that the generation matrix supplies the means 
of expressing the frequencies u1 . • • • z1 in terms of 
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u
0 

• • • • z0 , and a similar set of equations for Ia • Za 
in terms of 11 • . . . z11 by substituting in the latter the 
expressions given in the former, we could· express 
Ia .••. z2 as linear functions oft0 •••• z0 , and thus 
have a matrix showing the results of two generations' 
inbreeding. Mathematically this is known as the square 
of the generation matrix, and if the process were carried 
on to n generations, so as to express u,. . . . . z,. in 
terms of u0 • • • . • z0 , the table obtained would be the 
n-th power of the original matrix. The process we shall 
discuss is therefore equivalent to that of finding the n-th 
power of any given matrix. 

9. The Latent Roots 

Turning now to the particular problem presented by 
sib-mating, we may notice that the equation for z1 is of 
the simple form 

which admits of the easy generalisation 

z,. = (!)"z0• 

The frequency of matings of this type, which we 
may now conveniently call type z, a!J x cd, will therefore 
diminish rather rapidly. After five generations, since (!)5 

is less than a thousandth, certainly not more than one 
in a thousand inbred matings will be of this type. 
Expressing the matter otherwise we may say that not 
more than one thousandth part of the germ plasm will 
be in this condition after five generations, and after ten 
generations not more than one millionth. 

The expressions for the other frequencies are more 
complex. It is possible, however, to imagine that the 
frequencies of these might be so adjusted that their 
relative frequencies remained the same after one genera
tion's breeding, and therefore after any number. All 
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frequencies would thus diminish in the same proportion. 
Let .\ stand for the fraction by which each frequency 
is multiplied, so that Ut. = .\u0 , v1 = .\v0 , •••• , z1 = .\z0 • 

Then, substituting these as solutions of our six equations 
we find a set of six equations, involving .\, which are 
homogeiJ.eous and linear in the quantities u0f4, v0 f8, 

· etc., written as the column headings. For example the 
second line of the table gives 

( .l) Uo Vo Wo Xo Yo Zo 
2-o/' - +4· -

8 
+ o.- +4· -

6 
+o.- +o.- = o, 

4 I I 2 4 

and the remaining five supply five more such equations. 
The matrix of the coefficients of these equations is 

called the .\-matrix, and may be written down directly 
from the generation matrix ; thus the .\-matrix for sib
matings is 

2-4;\ 4 
I 2-8>. 

I 

. 

TABLE 6 

>.-matriz for Sio-matings 

4 
I 3 

-A. . 

6-16); 
2 

. . 

. 
I I . . 

I 2 
-2>. . 

. 1-4;\ 

The divi~ors of the columns now appear in the co
efficients of ( -.\) in the diagonal. 

Now the condition that six homogeneous linear 
equations in six unknowns shall be simultaneously 
satisfied is that the determinant of the matrix shall be 
zero. This determinant is of the sixth degree in.\, so 
that six roots are to be expected. Owing to the absence 
of entries ~n ·the lower blocks, the determinant of the 
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whole matrix is, in this case, the product of the deter
minants of the blocks along the diagonal. There will 
then be three equations, of the fi.rst, second and third 
degrees respectively, in place of one of the sixth degree. 
The roots of these equations are known as the latent 
roots of the generation-matrix. They are the values for 
which the ~-matrix becomes "singular," as matrices are 
called when their determinants vanish. 

From the bottom right-hand block we have· the 
linear equation 

I-¥=o 
with the root 

~=l· 

From the middle block the equation is the quadratic 

32~2-12~-2 = o, 

leading to the roots, 

~=-l· 

From the upper left-hand block, the determinant is 
the cubic expression 

-32~3+2¥!+¥-2, 

whence we have the equation 

<¥-•)(¥1-2~-1) = o, 

of which the roots are 

The roots of algebraic equations may be positive or 
negative, rational or irrational, real or imaginary. Of 
the six roots obtained all are in this case real, two are . 
irrational involving the surd vs, and two are negative. 
The largest root numerically, the one having the largest 
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absolute value, is called the dominant root. In this case 
it is positive and irrational, being 

t(I+Vs) = ·8ogo1,69g44, 

a value of rather frequent occurrence, which, for 
convenience, we shall denote by the symbol, e. 

It will be noticed that two of the roots obtained 
are equal to l- ; the value l- is then said to he a multiple 
root, and for this value the ~-matrix is said to be 
multiply singular. 

10. Principal Components of Frequency 

We have above derived the latent roots of the genera
tion matrix from the condition necessary for the 
frequencies of all mating types to change in proportion. 
What these frequencies would have to be we have not 
determined ; we do not know whether there are possible 
non-negative frequencies at all. A more fundamental 
property of the latent roots comes into view when we 
ask :-Is there any linear function of the frequencies 
u . ... z, such as 

au+bv+cw+dx+ey+fz 

which after one generation's breeding will in all cases 
have fallen to the fraction ~ of its former value ? It 
should be noticed that this property is not to be 
conditional upon the mating types occurring in any 
special frequency ratio. 

As we. have seen above z itself is one such linear 
function, or principal component, of the frequencies, 
corresponding with the multiple root ~ = l. for, what
ever may be the frequencies of the other mating types, 

zl = !zo. 

To find such a linear function corresponding with 
any latent root, we may substitute the value of the 
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root in the .\-matrix and read the columns of the matrix 
as homogeneous linear functions of the coefficients 
a .... f. In the case of the roots derived from the 
central block, we may ignore the equations derived 
from the first three columns, for these involve only 
a, o and c with coefficients forming a non-singular 
matrix, so that a, o and c must all be zero. 

For~ = !, then we have the equations 
0 

-2d+ze = o}E o I . I d- e = 0 qmva ent to one equat10n on y 

2d- != 0. 

The equations derived from the columns passing 
through the block, the matrix of which has been made 
singular, are necessarily equivalent to one only, and 
with two homogeneous equations only among three 
unknowns their ratio is determinate, i.e. 

d e f 
I =1 = 2' 

so that the linear function,-

£ =x+y+u, 

or any multiple of it, possesses the property that, 
whatever may be the initial frequencies, 

L 1 = !L0, 

and, therefore, 
L,. = (!)"Lo. 

Consequently, L, without regard to the arbitrary 
constant multiplier, is the principal component of the 
frequencies corresponding with the root~ = !. 

Similarly, if we put~ = -l, we have the equations 

8d+ze = o} 
d+!e = o 

2d+V=o, 
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whence 
d e f 
- =--=-· 
3 -12 -4 

so that, if • 
M= 3X-I~y-4Z, 

any multiple of this linear function, possesses the 
property that 

or 
M,. = (-l)"Mo. 

In order to gain a clear understanding of the 
procedure of solving equations derived from the columns 
of the ~-matrix, it is well to make up the functions L 1 

and M 1 by multiplying the rows of the generation 
matrix by the corresponding coefficients and adding. 
The equations are designed to ensure that the original 
frequencies will then appear with the same coefficients 
multiplied by ~. 

One immediate effect of recognising the principal 
components corresponding with the latent roots derived 
from the central block of the ~-matrix is to obtain 
explicit expressions for x andy in any future generation. 
For we can express x andy in terms of the principal 
components L, M and z. 

Thus 

so that 

while 

and finally 

x = rl(12L+M-2oz) 
Y = fr.(3L-M~wz); 

x,. = ~L .. +kM .. -~z .. 
·= ~(!)"Lo+ID( -l)" Mo-Kl)"zo, 

y,. = lL,.-loM"-fz,. 
= l(!)" Lo-fr.C -l)" Mo- i(!)"zo 
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These equations are exact for all values of n. So 
far as they go, they enable us to construct the n-th 
power of the generation matrix, or the matrix appro .. 
priate to the lapse of n generations. It is more important 
that they pick out the terms of different orders of 
magnitude, for when n is large (l)" or (1)" will both 
be very small compared with (!)". In fact·X11 q,nd y. 
will be given to an jncreasingly close approximation 
by the simpler formulce 

x. = f(!)"(x0+y0+zz0) 

Yn = l(l)"(xo+Yo+2zo). 
The coefficients of the expression for L thus show 

how much trouble initial matings of types x, y and z 
will ultimately be in the elimination of matings with 
three genes, namely that matings of types x and y are 
equally troublesome, while a mating of type z is twice 
as bad as these, in the sense that it may be expected to 
contribute twice as much as they to the total frequencies 
of x. andy. as these become rare. It may also be 
noted that x tends to become four times as frequent 
as y, while· z becomes very rare in comparison. Of 
the matings involving three or more genes still occurring, 
we may expect 8o per cent. to be of type x (ao x ac) 
and 20 per cent. of type y (aa X oc). 

We may now pass to the roots belonging to the 
3 X 3 block on the diagonal of the ~-matrix, and to 
consider first the value ~ .:.._ 1, which is the second 
appearance of this double root. The equations for the co
efficients of the corresponding principal component are:-

a+6 =ol · 
¥+c = oJ Which are equivalent to two equations only 
6-!c = o 

and, from the other columns 
4a+3b+zd+2e = o 
6+ d-le =o 
6+zd+o·j = o. 
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The value of f is indeterminate, so the coefficient 
of z in the principal component is arbitrary. This is 
a consequence of z being itself one of the principal 
components for this same root .. For the rest we have 

a b c d e 
2 = -2 = · 8 = I = -2' 

so that in addition to z we have 

P = 2u-2v-8w+x-2y 

as a principal component of the frequencies which in 
each generation has its value divided by 4· By 
combining this with an arbitrary multiple of z we have 
an infinitude of components satisfying the same con
dition. This set may, however, be compounded of any 
two of their number, if these are independent, that is, 
one is not a multiple of the other. In fact the .\-matrix, 
being doubly singular, may be premultiplied to zero 
not by a single row vector but by a two-row matrix 

2 

0 

-2 

0 

-8 
0 

I 

0 

-2 

0 

0 

which takes the place of the simple row-vector, as the 
principal component of frequencies corresponding with 
a multiple root. 

For the remaining two roots, !(r ± vs), or £ and 
l-£, the algebraic manipulations are more complex in 
detail, although following the principles made clear in 
the simpler cases. The operations can, of course, be 
carried out arithmetically; putting in the values of the 
roots to any chosen accuracy. It is more satisfying to 
carry them out algebraically, and, since £ is a root of 
the quadratic equation 4£2-2£- I = o, any polynomial 
in £ can be reduced to a linear form by substituting 
for £2, wherever it occurs, !£ + 1. Division by any 
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linear function of e may be reduced to multiplication 
by observing that 

(ze+r)(2E-r-r) = 1-r-r2. 

For the principal component corresponding with the 
root e, we have the equations 

(2-4e)a+6 = o} 
a+(z-8e)6+c = o Two independent equations 
6-EC . = 0 . 

¥+36+(6-I6e)d+ze = o 
6+d-2ee =0 

6+zd+(1-4e)j = o. 

Hence, from the first equation 

a 6 
-=--
1 4£-2 

but 
(4e-2)E =I; 

hence, from the third equation, 

6 EC c c 
--=--= --(4e-2)3- 8-8e" 

Eliminating e from the fourth and fifth equations we 
have 

whence 
(J+ze)d= a{4e+(3e+1)(4e-2)} = a(8e+I), 

or 
a 

d =- (8e+1)(4-2E) = 2ea. 
II 

Then, from the fifth equation, 

e = (2E-I)(6e-2)a = (5-4e)a 

and, from the seventh, 

f = (4e-1)(8e-2)a = 2a. 
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7 
Generations Si!J-mating 

Xo Yo zo 

I I I 

-io-(4+ 13£)£" -~9+28£)£" --/o(S + 1&:)"" 
!.2 .... !.2 .... 2 .... 

-~21-26E)(E')" -~23-28£)(£')" -io-(13-16£)(£')11 

--fi.2-1" io--2-z" -1. 2-z~~ 

t(l +4£)£" !<3+2£)£" !(2+4£)£" -
-2 .... -2 .... -2.2 .... 

!(3-4E)(E')" !(4-2E)(E')11 l<4-4E)(E')11 

f-2-•~~ -j.2_.,. j. 2-211 

t(I +2£)£11 l(&:-2)£" !(E)£" 
-j.2..., -j.2..., -!.2 .... 
f(2-2E)(E')" lC I -&:)( E')" !(2-4E)(E')" 
-ro-.2-lft l-2-111 -h·2-lft 
-io-(-2)-a.. j(-2)-a" 1:21>(-2)-ln 

fi{E)£" :MS-4£)£" ro-. £" 
-ro-.2 .... --lo-.2....,. -!.2 .... 

;/-o{ I-2E)(E')" .fi(3+4£)(E')11 rtr(E')" 
-,hr.2-lll -fi.2-lft 121>.2-111 
-fi(-2)-lfl -i(-2)-111 -ft{-2)-lft 

' 
•. 2 ...... !.2 .... i-2 ...... 
0 0 -!.2-111 

l(-2)-111 -!(-2)-ln -y\(-2)-lfl 

!.2 ...... l-2 .... j.2 ...... 

0 0 -j. 2-111 

-l(-2)-111 !(-2)-lfl -/r;(-2)-111 

2_.,. 

written for !-£. 
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The required principal component corresponding 
with the root £ is therefore 

Q = u+(4£-2)v+(8-8£)w+2~:-x+(5-4£)Y+2z, 

and the corresponding component for the negative root 
!-£is found by substituting!-£ for£, and is 

R = u-4£v+(4+8£)w+ti -u)x+(3+4£)Y+2z. 

Since Q is the component corresponding with the 
dominant root; the coefficients are all positive, and 
represent the extent to which different types of initial· 
mating will contribute to the heterozygosity which 
remains when all other components have been reduced, 
relative to ·the dominant component, to negligible 
quantities. 

To the six latent roots, therefore, there correspond 
six linear components of frequency each of which 
diminishes from generation to generation in a fixed 
ratio. The frequency of any mating type after n 
generations may be expressed in terms of these, and 
thus calculated from the initial values. 

Essentially this requires no more than the expressions 
giving the frequency of each mating type in terms of 
the principal components, £.e. 

z-

y-

X= 

I I 
-L--M-
5 I 5 
4 I -L+-M-
5 I 5 

z 
2 
-z 
3 

1z 
3 

I I I I I 2 
w=--P+ -Q+ -R--L+-M+-z 

20 20 20 I 0 30 I 5 

I 2€ I-2€ 2 I 4 
v =--P+ -Q+--R-- L--M+-z 

IO 5 5 5 30 I 5 

~P+ I+u Q+ 2-u R- L + 1: z. 
5 5 5 5 

U-
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These equations are valid for all generations. To 
find the frequencies after n generations, we have merely 
to express the principal components after n generations 
in terms of their initial value, by such relations as 

P,. =(!)"Po 
Q,. = e"Q0, etc. 

The condition of the system · is thus expressed in 
terms of quantities known from the original condition. 
If, further, the initial values of the principal components 
are replaced by their expressions in terms of the initial 
frequencies of the different mating types, we shall· 
develop the n-th power of the generation matrix, or 
the transformation matrix for n generations. 

11. The Frequency Distributions Corresponding with. the 
Latent Roots 

In section 3 the notion of latent roots was introduced 
with the supposition that, for some special distribution 
of frequency, the frequencies of all mating types might· 
decrease in proportion. It is now seen that such 
distributions can be found by equating to zero all 
five linear components other than the one corresponding 
with the root concerned. For example, if z, L, M, 
P and R were all zero, we should have five equations 
determining the relative frequencies of the mating 
types u ·. . . . z, and, as in subsequent generations all 
these components continue to be zero, and the surviving 
component diminishes from generation to generation in 
the ratio e, it is clear that this will be the right frequency 
ratio to make all frequencies decline proportionately in 
this ratio. Evidently x, y and z will be zero, and the 
remammg three frequencies may be found from the 
equations 

P = 2u-2v-8w = o 
R = u-4w+(4+8e)w = o. 
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From these equations it appears that. 

but 

and 

u v w u+v+w 
8+48e· = 16+ I6e = 8e-2 :- 22+72e ' 

(22+72e)(36e-29) = 10, 
( 8+48E)(36E-29) = 200 -240E, 
(16+I6e)(36e-29) = 400E-320, 

(8e--: 2 )(36e-29) = 130 -I6oe, 

so that the frequency ratio, written in terms of u+v+w,. 
~ecomes. 

u 'lJ w u+v+w ------ - -
20-_24E_: .40E-32 13-16€ I 

The frequency distribution corresponding with the 
dominant root is best expressed in terms of the total 
frequency, for it represents the actual frequency distri
~ution of those matings which are not yet between like 
homozygotes, to which the inbred line will tend as all 
components other than the dominant component become 
negligible. I{ we insert the value of e we then find 

Mating Type. 
aaxab 
abxab. 

· aaxbb 

Symbol. 
u 
v 
1l' 

Frequt"ncy. 
20 -24E 
40E-32 
13 -I6e 

Per cent. 

58·359 
36·o68 

5"573 

100•000 

and these will be the proportionate frequencies of these 
mating types at loci where complete. homogeneity has 
not yet been established. 

Moreover if these frequencies are substituted in the 
linear function Q, we find 

U = 20- 24E 
(4e-2)v -;" (4e-2)(40e-32) = 104-128€ 
(8-8e)w = (8-8e)(13-16e) = 136-168e 

260-320€ 
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but 
(26o-320e)(5+I6e) = 20 

hence, if we multiply Q by the factor (5+1&)/20 and 
obtain 

(5 + 16e )u+(6+2oe )v+(S +24e)w+(8 +26e)x+(9+ 28e )y+ 
(w+J2e)z-;-2c;> 

we have an expression which, multiplied by e11
, gives 

the absolute frequency of non-homogeneous matings n 
generations later. The coefficients of the frequencies 
in this expression measure the complexity of each 
mating type relative to the average of the types to which
the population tends. They may be represented by 
like capital letters corresponding with those used for 
the frequencies. Thus, we have the following values 

Mating Type. 
aaxa!J 
a!Jxa!J 
aax!J!J 
a!Jxac 
aax!Jc 
a!Jxcd 

u 
v 
w 
X 
y 
z 

Complexity, in Standard Measure. 
S+I6E ·8972136 
6+20€ 1•101)0170 
8+24£ 1•3708204 
8+26£ 1•4517221 
9+28£ 1•5826238 

10+32£ 1•7944272 
+20 

The principle of standardisation of the two series, 
the frequencies and the complexities corresponding with 
the dominant latent root, . is that the sum of the 
frequencies sho1,1ld be equal to unity, and the sum of 
the products of the frequencies with the complexities 
should also be equal to unity. Thus 

u +v +w = 1 

uU+vV+wW = I. 

The complexities of each mating type will then measure 
the value for each, which when multiplied by e11 gives 
its contribution to the probability of a later mating 
being still heterogeneous, 

D 
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In other problems we may require the frequencies 
corresponding with the dominant root without having 
worked out the other roots and the ~orresponding 
principal components. This may be done by treating 
the rows of the .\-matrix as equations in u, v and w. 
Using the rows, the divisors of the columns can no 
longer be ignored. So, for the root *'• we have the 
equations 

whence 

but 

so 

u v 
(2-4£) 4 + 4~ 8 = 0 

v B-£.W=01 

u v 8w w u+v+w 
2 = 4£-2 = (4£-2)2 = I-£= I+3E 1 

U = 20 -24E 
V = 40E-32 
w = 13 -16£ 

is the solution adding to unity, agreemg with that 
obtained by the method first used. 

The frequency series corresponding with any simple 
root may thus be recognised as a column vector by 
which the .\-matrix is post-multiplied to zero, just as 
the complexity series is a row vector by which it is 
premultiplied to zero. In the case of multiple roots 
these vectors are replaced. by matrices of two or more 
columns or rows respectively. 

12. The Amount of Inbreeding to which Material has 
been' 'Subjected 

The rate of progress towards homozygosity depends 
essentially on the dominant latent root, for, if the 
different mating types are scored according to their 
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respective complexities, the total score will diminish in 
the ratio e in each generation, irrespective of the 
frequency of different mating types. To compare the 
rates appropriate to different mating systems we may 

I 
compare the values of (-log, >t), or of log, i' for the 

dominant roots. For example, when self-fertilisation 
can be practised the proportion of heterozygotes will, 
in the absence of selection, be halved in each generation. 
Since after n generations the proportion is diminished 
in the ratio >t", a sib-mated line will have received an 
equal amount of inbreeding to a selfed line if the number 
of generations of sib-mating exceeds the number of 
generations of selfing in the ratio log 2/( -log e). For 
any method of inbreeding the number of generations 
required to make a fixed amount of progress may be 
measured by r/( -log >t). Thus 

A • 
-log A • • • • • 
Equivalent number of generations • 

Selfing. 

·s 
·69315 

1"443 

Sib-mating. 
•809017 
•21194 

4"718 

The ratio of the logarithms, which gives the relative 
speed of the two processes is 3·2705. An absolute 
measure of the amount of progress made in inbreeding 
is found by multiplying the number of generations by 
log rf>t. This is a practical measure of what has been 
done. When it reaches 2 units a great deal of progress 
has been made ; when it reaches 5 units homozygosis 
is nearly complete. This takes 7 to 8 generations of 
selfing, or 23 to 24 generations of sib-mating. This 
measure of the amount of progress made does not, of 
course, measure the actual degree of homozygosis 
attained, for the extent to which the germ plasm was 
homogeneous in the original material is always unknown. 
It is this which renders attempts to set up coefficients of 
in breeding unsatisfactory. 
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We do know, however, that no locus can be in 
_ worse condition than the mating z, with complexity 

relative to standard of I· 7944• The natu:ral logarithm 
of this is · 5847, so that, using the standard condition 
as basis, no locus can be more than · 5847 behind 
reckoning ; this is equivalent to 2 • 7 59 generations. 
As matings involving four allelomorphs may be thought 
to be uncommon, and as it is not improbable that a 
considerable fraction of the germ-plasm may be homo
geneous from the start, it will usually be convenient 
to make comparisons on the assumption that all loci 
were originally in a heterogeneous condition at the 
standard level of complexity. A fairly common initial 
condition must be type w, aa X bb, of which the 
complexity is I· 3 708 times the standard, or · 3 I 54 
logarithmic units behind reckoning. Unless, however, 
loci in this condition were nearly three times as frequent 
as loci initially homogeneous, the frequency of hetero
geneity in later generations will not be underestimated. 

These conclusions are· not immediately applicable to 
certain special cases. Of these we rna y note loci on 
the pairing and differential segments of the sex 
chromosome, loci homologous with those of genes kept 
segregating, and loci closely linked in the same 
chromosome with genes kept segregating. These cases 
require separate investigation which will be carried out 
in the following chapters. 

The amount of inbreeding to which a sib-mating 
line has so far been subjected is, therefore, conveniently 
measured by multiplying the number of generations by 
·2I2, or more accurately ·21194· On looking back over 
the genealogy, however, we may find it to consist of 
two or more sections of regular sib-matings broken by 
an irregularity or departure from the regular process. 
For example, a female may have been mated to her 
father, as often seems advantageous when there is no 
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male in the first litter, or a male may have been mated 
to a half-sister born to his father by a sister of his_ 
parents. In such cases, before we can evaluate the 
degree of inbreeding indicated by the pedigree, we 
shall need to find how much, if anything, the irregular 
portion has added to the number of generations in the 
regular portion. Such an evaluation is useful in another 
way, for, at the expense of sufficient tirrie it would 
always be possible to adhere strictly to a given mating 
programme. The irregularities have in fact no doubt 
taken place under the impression that the additional 
time needed for the regular series of sib-matings would 
lead at a given future date to the available material 
being less inbred than if, for the sake of expedition, 
an irregularity were introduced. Both for the inter
pretation of records, therefore, and for practical use ·in 
avoiding delay in the progress towards homogeneity, 
we require to be able to evaluate an irregularity in the 
lineage, of any particular kind. 

13. The Evaluation of an Irregularity 

Tracing an inbred pedigree back we may pass 
through a number of sib-matings but, unless the series 
is wholly regular, shall reach a stage at which a mating 
of some other kind was made, after which the line has 
been maintained wholly by sib-matings. This is called 
the last irregular mating, or the last mating of the 
irregularity. The complete ancestry of the two animals 
used in this mating is then traced back until all lines 
of ascent are united in a single mating. This, if a 
sib-mating, is the last regular mating before the 
irregularity. The irregularity itself consists in the 
transition from the last regular mating to the last 
irregular mating. We have the means of evaluating 
the irregularity, of whatever kind it may be, when we 
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know with what frequency each possible type of last 
regular mating leads to each possible type of last 
irregular mating. We thus construct a matrix for the 
irregularity. 

For example, if the irregularity consists in inter
calating a single mating of parent and offspring in a 
sib-mating series, there is only one irregular mating. 
Foil owing out the consequences of the three types 
aa X ab, ab X ab and aa X bb of last regular mating we find 

TABLE 8 

Matrix of Intercalated Parent-offspring Mating 

aaxaa 
aaxao 
aoxao 
aaxoo 

aaxao 

! 
! 
i 

abxao 

! 
! 

aaxoo 

as the matrix for the irregularity. Now, if such an 
irregularity has been preceded by a number of sib
matings, we know the relative frequencies u, v and w 
of the possible mating types at the heads of the columns. 
By multiplying each column by u, v or w and adding 
we therefore have the expected frequencies of all possible 
mating types for the last· irregular mating. If these are 
multiplied by the complexity of each and added, we 
have a measure of the complexity of the material from 
which the new· series of sib-matings is derived, and so a 
measure of the effect of the irregularity. Since the 
mating aa X aa has zero complexity, the first row of the 
matrix may be omitted. From the other rows, inserting 
the expressions for u, v and w, we have 

aaxab 
abxab 
aaxbb 

I0-12E+20E-I6+IJ-I6E = 7 - 8e 

5- 6e+20e-16 = 14E-I I 

o. 
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Multiplying these rows by their complexities and 
adding, we find 

11o{(7-8e)(S+ I6e)+(14e- I 1)(6+2oe)} 

= ffo{3+8e+4+4e} 

= fo{7+I2e} = •83541. 

This is less than unity, so that the irregular mating 
has been responsible for some progress. It is not so 
small as the ratio for a regular mating, ·80902, so that 
it is not worth a full generation of sib-mating, and a 
sib-mating, if one could have been made equally soon, 
should have been preferred. The absolute progress 
made by the irregularity is-log (·83541) = ·17985, 
equivalent to the fraction ·84852 of a normal generation. 
It has thus been advantageous if the time saved by 
making it was as great as one-sixth of the average 
generation time. 

Because a mating of parent and offspring interpolated 
in a series of sib-matings does not advance the inbreeding 
process so much as a sib-mating would have done, it 
should not be argued that continuous series of parent
and-offspring matings would be slower than a series of 
sib-matings. This is not the case. Parent-offspring 
inbreeding is equally efficient with sib-inbreeding, as 
will be shown in the following chapter, and for particular 
purposes is certainly to· be preferred. Moreover, a 
sib-mating interpolated in a series of parent-offspring 
matings retards progress to exactly the same extent 
(·15148 generation) as does a parent-offspring mating 
interpolated in a series of sib-matings. A mixture 
of the two types is less satisfactory than either taken 
alone. 

Consider now a case where the irregularity con
sists of three matings. A brother is mated to two 
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whole sisters, and offspring from the two unions are 
interbred. 

If the last regular mating were of type u (aa xab), 
the possible pairs of derived matings are 

I tt 2 tu 2 uu 2 uv I vv, out of 8; 

from a mating of type v (ab x.ab) we shall obtain 

I tt 4 tu 2 uu 2 tw 4 uw I ww 2 uu' 8 uv 4 vv, out of 32 ; 

while from type w (aa X bb) we can only obtain 

vv. 

Here uu' stands for the pair of matings aa x ab, 
ab xbb. 

Matings between the young, one from each mating, 
of these pairs of matings are 

tt ,,; 
uu 
uv 
vv 
lw 
uw 
ww 
uu' 

TABLE 9 

Types of Parallel Matings 

t u 
I 
I 

2 

4 
.4 
I 
I 

2 

v 

2 

2 

w Divisor. 

2 

4 
8 
8 

2 
I 

4 

whence the matrix for the irregularity can be constructed 

TABLE Io 

Matrix for Intercalated Half-sill-Mating 

u v w 
64 I6 8 

t 23' 3 I 
u 28 8 4 
v 10 4 2 
w 3 I I 
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Ignoring the first line, and scoring the columns with 
the known values of u, v, w we find 

U {56o-672E-1024+128oe+416-512E} = U (6e-3) . 
64 4 

~{2oo--24oe- 512+ 64oe+208-256e} = ~ (18e-13) 

~{ 6o- 72e- 128+ 1fue+104-128e} = ~(g-IOe), 
whence, substituting for U, V and W there remains 

fo{(6e- 3)(5+ 16e)+(I8e-13)(3 + IOE)+(9- 10e)(2+6e)} 
= /o.(9+JOE+6+14E+3+4E) 
= /c;.(g+24E) 
=·•71041 

which is the rati~ of reduction effected in two generations. 
The logarithm is · 34I93, equivalent to I ·6IJ normal 
generations. A mating of this type would thus require 
a considerable advantage in time, equivalent to · 387 of 
a generation, before it could profitably be used; 

If offspring from two parallel sib-matings having no 
member in common were used, the ratio of reduction 
comes to io(I8+ 55e) = •78I20, equivalent to only I • I65I 
normal generations. Such a mating can seldom be the 
best course available. Nevertheless, as it may have 
been used, it is desirable to be able to assess its contri
bution to the whole course of inbreeding. 

The types of irregularity possible are somewhat 
numerous, but the greater part of the labour of working 
out any new type lies in following out its genetic 
consequences so as to construct the corresponding table of 
frequ·encies. Multiplying the columns by u, v, . . . • and 
the rows by U, V, .... is a comparatively simple process. 

14:. Lengths of Tracts of Heterogeneous Origin 

If a dominant gene is carried in an inbred line, 
with three recessives at the same locus, it will be 
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associated with a tract of chromosome on either side, 
introduced with the dominant gene. The length of 
each of these tracts may diminish, but cannot increase. 
The frequency distribution of the length of each tract 
after n generations may be found as follows:-

To every point on the same chromosome as the 
dominant gene, there will be a certain probability s 
that one or more breaks shall occur between this point 
and the locus of the dominant. The probability that 
no break occurs in n generations is, therefore, 

(1-s)•. 

\Vhen n is large this is negligible, save when s is 
so small that sn is not large, and for such small values 
of s the expression tends to equivalence with 

\Vhen s is small, e.g. o· 1 or less, this quantity is 
indistinguishable from two others between which it lies, 
(a) the recombination frequency, and (0) the map 
distance. Consequently, if x is the map distance of 
any locus from the fixed dominant, the probability that 
the intervening tract is unbroken after n generations is 

P,=e-"', 

and the frequency of the map length x of the attached 
unbroken tract is dj=e-"'ndx. 

The average length of the attached tract is 

• 

f If I 100 . x df = - (nx)r-n dx = - = - centlmorgans. 
n n n 

0 

There will be two such tracts associated on its two sides 
with each dominant gene selected. 

The question of the lengths of tracts of hetero
geneous origin in this and other parts of the germ-plasm 
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requires a somewhat more elaborate examination. The 
argument developed above may be used to show that 
the unbroken segments of each of the four homologous 
chromosomes in any mating are of average length 10ojn, 
but the tracts of heterogeneous origin should not be 
identified with such unbroken segments, for one end 
rna y be determined by a break in one, and the other 
end by a break in any one of the three other chromo- . 
somes. Consequently, the average length of such a tract 
might be expected to be shorter than 10ojn. This, as 
will be seen, is true. The same breaks must, however, 
often affect different chromosomes, and many of them 
will be ineffective. Some will occur in individuals 
already homozygous in the region of breakage. Others 
which have formed junctions between strands of unlike 
origin may quickly disappear through chance segre
gation. In other cases matings will become homo
geneous for the junction formed, so that the junction 
remains as the point of division of segments in both of 
which the line is homogeneous. If one segment is 
homogeneous but not the other, the junction will form 
the terminus of a heterogeneous tract ; if both segments 
are heterogeneous, it will lie within such a tract. 

If the total map length of the species is L, the total 
map length still heterogeneous in the n-th sib-mating is 
the coefficient of z0 in I-t,., multiplied by L, -i.e. 

Uo(S + I6e)e"-(!)"+/oC I 3- I6e)(!-e)"+l(!)~}L 
of which the leading term is 

LZe" 
where Z is about ·I • 794· 

The rate of production of junctions between segments 
of unlike origin in gametogenesis from the r-th generation 
will be the coefficient of z0 in 

2Ur+4vr+4xr+2Yr+4Zr = l(2+12e)Qr+l(8-12e)Rr 

multiplied by L, since in matings of type w both parents 
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are homozygous, and in types u andy one is homozygous, 
so that two only of the four new chromosomes formed 
are derived from heterozygotes. This gives 

lC4+24E)€r +!(16-24€)(!-EY. 

Now, when a junction occurs, one but not the 
other of the members of the next (r+ 1)-th mating 
may be spoken of as heterozygous for the junction, 
which will be transmitted as though it were a point 
mutation. . In respect of the junction therefore the 
(r+ 1)-th mating will be of type u, and the coefficient 
of U0 in 

will be the probability of junctions formed in gameto
genesis from the r-th generation being not homozygous 
that is being bounded by one or two heterogeneous 
segments, in the n-th generation. The total number 
of such junctions accumulated in _the n-th generation 
will be found by summing for all values of r, -i.e. for all 
the stages at which junctions can originate. This is 

1[ I · 13-16€ I ]j n-1 -(5 + I6€)€n-r-1 + (!-E)n-r-1 + _ (1 )n-r-1 
L. 1: 20 20 10 4 

r= 
0 X [!C4+24E)Er +!(I6-24E)(i-E)']. ,, 

For the simplification of this and similar expressions 
we may note that 

n-1 ' I 
1: arpn-r-1 = -- (an-{3n) where a =I= {3, 

r=O a-{3 
or nan-l... where a = {3. 

The leading term is therefore 

1toLn (4+24E)(5+I6E)En-1 

= 1~ 0Ln (116+376E)En-1 
= ~:!0Ln (144+464E)En 
= \LZn(I6+16E)En. 
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Hence, subject to correction by terms of lower order, 
and by allowance for internal junctions, and allowing 
two termini to each fragment, the average number of 
tracts per unit crossover length of the heterogeneous 
portion of the chromosome is approximately 

n 
- (8+8e) = 1·44721 n, 
10 -

and a typical length of each tract is 

1000 50(3-2e) 69·0983 --,...- = = . centimorgans. 
(8e+8)n n n 

The remaining terms involving Le" are 

I I Ze" · 
- (4+24e)(13-16e) --1 =- (356-440e) 
100 u-. · 5 

I 1 Ze" so (4+24e) e-l = -
5
- (8o-g6e) 

I . I Ze" · 
- (5+16e)(16-24E) --1 = ""7"(-8+8e) 
100 2E-. ~ 

or in all 
1(428-528e)Ze" 

so that, to this degree of approximation, the average 
density of junctions is 

' l{(8+8e)n+(428-528e)}. 

The frequency of junctions within heterogeneous 
tracts remains to be subtracted. The analogy of a 
junction with a mutation may again be used, only 
now we shall. consider the frequency, not. of matings 
heterogeneous for the junction, but of those which 
beside being heterogeneous for a junction involve 
chromosomes, not involving the junction, of two different 
kinds. These will be matings of type x, y or s. Half 
of the matings derived from type u, in the gametogenesis 
of which a junction occurs, will be of type x ; from type 
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v one half are of type x and a quarter of type y. We 
shall need, therefore, in one factor the leading term in 
the coefficient of z0 in 

or 

···················· 
Typeu X Type v X .................... .................... ..................... ···················· 
leads to leads to 

--········· ···················· --········· 
type u X type u X .................... .................... 
or to or 

type --·········· --·········· 
X X type X X ................. .. .................... . ................... 

or 

--·········· ..................... 
typey X ................... 

FIG. 2.-Modes of generating junctions internal to heterogenic regions. 

Next, observe that the coefficient both of x 0 and Yo in 

has the value 

But 
n-1 
l: l(2+I6e)er(!)"-r-l 

r=O 
I 

!:::: l(2+16e) e-! [e"-(!)"], 

so that the coefficient of e" is 

l(2+I6E)4E = l(I6+40E) = Z(g6-II2E) = 5"39010 z, 
and the average density of internal junctions is only 
5•39010 per 100 crossover units of the length still 
heterogeneous, or one in 18· 55 units. 
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Deducting these from the total density of junctions 
associated with the heterogeneous region, there remain 

l{(8+8e)n-(S2- 32e)} = l(8+8e){n-l(43-42e)}~ 

Numerically this is . 
2 ·89443n-5 ·22229 = 2 ·89443(n- I ·80426). 

A, B, C, D are loci maintained in constant segregation 

A 6 e· D 
I I I I 
I I I 1 

~~~====~~ nr c:==============:::IIZ•=-===-=;:===== 
nc=============~==============~~~~~~c 
vc==-----------------------~==============~ 
vrc===-===========~-.c======~== 
vn~---~------~==========~-~ vrn c==========:~--~==----c::=====---===== 
uc=====~=====-----------c===============--~ 1c==============================------======== 
xrc:=====~c===------.c=~=====--.c= nr===---------1::11----==::::J-----c::::::J 

XIII ~-===========~-=---c::===~~== 
xnc=~------------------c::===-~ 
xvc:==:::J-----======--c====-~=~-----== 

nr~~~~~~~~~::::::::::~~~~~~~~~~~ nne 
lVIIIt=============---------======= 
1nc=====~-----===========-----------~ 
uc=====~--------------------================= 

FIG. J.-Model map of diploid organism with 20 chromosomes after 
S generations of sib-mating. 

The number of separate heterogeneous tracts per unit 
length will be half of this, or 

I "4472 I(n- I •So), 

and the typical length may be taken to be approximately 

6g . 
---

8 
centlmorgans, 

n-I· 

when n considerably exceeds 2. 
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A distinction may be drawn between end tracts 
terminated by the end of a chromosome, and enclosed 
tracts. The former will be on the -average only half 
the length of the latter. From this point of view the 
regions still possibly heterogeneous after n generations 
of sib-mating may be recognised as 

End tracts. 
Enclosed tracts 

Number. 
2vZ£" 

{(1 '4Sn-2·6I)L-y}Zt:" 

Average Length. 
34'5/(n-J·S) 

69/(n-1·8) 

where v stands for the haploid number of chromosomes. 

FIG. 4.-Model map of diploid organism with 20 chromosomes 
after 10 generations of sib-mating. 

In mice there are 20 pairs of chromosomes, with a 
total map length of about 2500 centimorgans. For 
various numbers of generations of sib-mating, the 
following table shows the expected numbers of tracts 
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of these two kinds, and the expected total map length 
occupied by them. The five diagrams give a repre
sentation, which is, however, not quantitatively accurate, 
of the speed and irregularity of the process by which 
heterogenic tracts are progressively diminished or 
eliminated (see Figs. 3-7). When the total number of 
tracts expected is m, the probability of there being none 
must be very nearly e-•. We then see that after 30 
generations this probability is not inappreciable, and 
must exceed l before 40 generations. 

A, B, C, D are loci maintained in constant segregation 

A 
I 
I 

B 
I 
I 

e 
I 
I 

D 
I 
I 

v~~~~~~~ n= 

YII~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ vx: 
.I 

II 

.Ill~~~~~§~~§~~~~§~§~~~~~~~~~ XIII 

XIV 

n 

nlc=====================~---===========~.c==~~ 

XVII~~~~~ XVIII 

XIX 

uc=========~.c======================~ 
FIG. 5.-Model map of diploid organism with 20 chromosomes 

after 15 generations of sib-mating. 

The total number of junctions remaining when the 
whole material has become homogeneous is found by 
summing the rate of formation of junctions for all 
values of r, and dividing by 4, since each junction 

E 
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formed has a probability of 1 of surviving. This sums to 

L {4+24E + I61-24E} = 6L. 
20 I-E 2+e 

The average number of unbroken seg~ents is therefore 
6L+yv. 

A, B, C, D are loci maintained in constant segregation 
A B C D 
I I I I 
I I I I 

nt=================~~~====~======~========~ 
Inc=============================~~==================~ 
~c===================================~~c=====~ 
vc=============================================~ 
nc=========================================~ 
vnc===================================================~ 

VIII c===================================================:::J 
uc===================~-===================~ 
xt=============================================~ 
XIc=======================~ .. -===================~==:::J 

xnc======-.... -===================~================~ 
XIII c===================================================:::J 
x~c=================================================~ 
~c=============================================~ 
=~. ============================================~ 
xnic=================================================~ 
=IIc===================================~-=============:::J 
~c=====================~~==============~ 
nc=========================================~ 

FIG. 6.-Model map of diploid organism with 20 chromosomes 
after 20 generations of sib-mating. 

TABLE II 
Numbers and Expected Lengtlts of Heterogenic Tracts 

I 

Expected Number. Expected 
Expected Total Length 

Generations. Total. Length, Attached to 
End Enclosed Centimorgans. Each 

Tracts. Tracts. Dominant. 

IO 8·62I 59'755 68•376 539'1 18 
IS 2•988 34'248 37'235 I86·8 12•25 
20 I•035 I6·s6I I7'S96 64'75 8·18 
25 '359 7•366 7'724 21•87 6•43 
30 ·I24 3•116 3'241 7•78 5'29 
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So with mice having 20 chromosome pairs and a total 
map length about 2500 centimorgans, the average 
number of unbroken segments in a line inbred by· 
sib-mating will be about 170. 

Near the locus of a dominant gene carried 
continuously heterozygous, th~ course of events is 
comparatively simple. If the heterogeneous segment 

A, B, C, D are loci maintained in constant" segregation 
A & C b 
I I I I 
I I I 

nc=================~aac=====~========~'========~ 
III c===========================~c:=======:::;::=======::::J 
nc===============================~m=====~ 
·c=========================================~ 
vtc==============================================::::J 

VII c==============================================::::J 
VIII c::=============================================::::J 
ac=====================~==================~ 
xc=========================================~ 

XJC::=============================================::::J 
nrc=====~--=====================================::::J 
nne========================= 
XNc======================================~ 
nc===========================================~ 

xn~~~~~~~ XYlic=:: 

YJII c::==============================-c:============::::J 
xuc::======================================== 
n•c::==========================================~ 

FIG. 7.-Model map of diploid organism with 20 chromosomes 
after 25 generatio11s ofsib-mating. 

carried on one side of the dominant is of short length x, 
then· there is in each generation a small probability x 
of a crossover in this region in the gamete carrying · 
the dominant, and in such a case the heterogeneous 
segment is at once reduced in length, as explained 
at the beginning of this section. There is, however, 
an equal probability for the recessive gamete derived 
from the heterozygous pare!lt to have such a crossover; 
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then the chance will be 1/3 for the region containing 
the junction to become homogeneous in the three 
recessive gametes of a later generation, while the 
chance is 2/3 that one of t4e recessive regions not 
containing the junction will do so. Consequently, the 
probability that the heterogeneous region will be 
diminished in length by means of crossing over in 
one or other of these gametes in any one generation 
is 4/3x. It follows that the average length of the 
recessive segment after n generations will be approxi
mately 3/~. or that the sum of the two segments carried 
on either side of a dominant gene will be 3/2n in length. 

Original mating :~~~~ ......... .!.. ............. ~~~~~ X ·.~~ ~~~~~~·.·.~:t:~:~:::~::~~~:~~::: 
····-!---·············· 

Next generation (a) •.•...•...••••• j .•••••••••.•••.•...• X :~~~~:~~~:~~.J:~:~:~~.-.-~~~~~~~~~~: 
following break in the strand carrying the dominant ; 

or 
..... _1 ..... .. ............ , ..... - .... . 

(6) X ................................... . ................................. . 
leading in two cases out of three back to the original condition, and in the 
third case to 

..... . ............. , ...... _ .... . 
............... j ..... _ .... X .................... --.... . 

with the heterogenic region shortened as much as in (a), with a delay, 
however, averaging 6f generations. 

FIG. 8.-Modes of attrition of heterogenic region associated with 
a selected dominant. 

It will be noticed that one quarter of these changes 
have a delayed effect, and it may be shown, by the 
method developed in the following chapter, that the 
average delay is 6f generations. Consequently, the 
average delay including the crossovers which take effect 
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immediately is Ii generations. For this reason the 
values shown in the table are those of 

3 =-9-.. 
2(n-If) 6n-1o 

The course of events at a locus linked with one 
maintained permanently heterogenic is examined from 
another point of view in the following: chap~er (section 20 ). 
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VARIOUS SYSTEMS OF INBREEDING 

15. Other Generation Matrices 

THis chapter will be given to a number of inbreeding 
problems having generation matrices different from that 
of simple sib-mating, discussed in Chapter II I. I do 

. not know that any of these systems have been previously 
elucidated; certainly, the practical results of examining 
them appear to be entirely unknown, and writers often 
discuss inbreeding as though the system of sib-mating 
were the only one available. Each of the special 
applications illustrated with the case of sib-matings in 
chapter Ill, may be developed with the various mating 
systems of the present chapter. In most cases the basis 
only of such applications is given in the form of the 
generation matrix or its principle components. 

16. Approach to Homozygosity, Using Sib-matings, among 
Three Chromosomes, when the Fourth is Differentiated 

If an inbred line is kept segregating for a factor D, 
by constantly inbreeding the phenotypes D x not-D, 
then of the gametes going to form each mating one 
always will carry D; the three others will r.arry the 
same or different genes allelomorphic to D. 

In mice, for example, a line could be kept segregating 
for yellow (the lethal gene AY), the three homologous 
loci being occupied by a, d 1 A or AL. These are, 
of course, distinguishable, but if inbreeding were 
pursued subject only to the condition that each mating 
was to be a cross between yellow and non-yellow, the 
three chromosomes not _containing the yellow gene 
would come in time by the process of inbreeding all 
to carry the same allelomorph. 

When two dominants, sufficiently closely finked to 
obviate double crossing-over, are carried in the same 
chromosome, the same situation is produced in respect 

62 
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of heterozygosity for any factors in the intervening tract, 
although these may not produce manifest effects. Thus 
if the normal allelomorphs of brown and misty are 
carried in the same chromosome, there will be about 
8 per cent. crossovers, and if these are not used for 
mating, the included tract will remain differentiated 
from the corresponding tracts of the three doubly 
recessive chromosomes, which will, however, come 
gradually to be identical in gene content. 

The differential segment of the sex chromosome is 
normally in this condition. In mammals the male in 
every mating is heterozygous for this tract, but the 
three X chromosomes involved in any mating will by 
inbreeding be made to be homozygous. 

Representing the homologous locus or tract in the 
fourth chromosome by D, there are four types of 
sib-mating :-
Type. Formula. 

aaxaD 
a!JxaD 

·w 

y 
z 

aax!JD 
a!JxcD 

yielding only inatings like itself 
yielding (aa or a!J) X (aD or !JD), so that out of 4 cases 

we obtain type w once, type x twice, and type y once 
yielding only a!JxaD, type x 
yielding (ac or !Jc) X (aD or !JD), so that out of 4 cases 
we obtain type x twice and type z twice. 

The generation matrix may therefore be written:

TABLE I2 

a!JxaD 
aax!JD 

a!JxcD 

Wt 

Xt 
Yt 

Zt 

Wo 
I 

I 

. 

Xo Yo zo 

4 I 2 

I 

2 I I 
I 

I 

which may be read as four equations expressing w1, x11 

>'1• and z1 in terms of w0 , lx0, y0 , and iz0 • · 
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The mating types form a hierarchy, z involving 
three genes, x andy two, and w only one. From the 
diagonal block involving z we have the latent root 

)t = }. 

From that involving x andy the equation for >t is 

->t(z-¥)- 1 = o 
or 

with roots 
)t = e, !-e, 

where, as before, e is written for 

There are only three latent roots in place of six for 
the remainder of the germ-plasm, but the dominant 
root has the same numerical value. 

The principal components corresponding with these 
roots are then easily found to be 

Root. 
E 

!-E 
! 

Linear Function of the Frequencies. 
x+(4E-2)y+2EZ 
X-4E_Y-(2E- I)z 

z 

Designation. 
L 
M 
z 

Expressing x, y, and z explicitly in terms of the 
linear functions L, M, and z, we have 

lOX= 4(e+1)L+(6-4e)M-1oz 
wy = (4e-1)L-(4e-1)M- 5z 

whence, after n generations, neglecting all but the 
dominant root, 

w(x,.+y,.) = (8e+3)e"L0 

= e"{(8e+3)x0+(Ize+z)y0+(I-4£+4)z0}. 
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The complexities of the mating types x, y, and z 
are therefore 

Mating Type. Complexity. Numerical. 
X • alJ X aD (8E+3)/IO "94771 
y • aaX!JD (12E+2)/IO 1•17082 
z • • abX&D (14E+4)/IO 1•53262 

The proportion of x to y tends in the limit to the 
frequencies 

X 

y 

Mating Type. 
• a!JxaD 
• aax!JD 

Frequency. 

4-4E 
4E-3 

Numerical per cent. 

76"3932 
23•6o68 

100•0000 

17. Fate of Particular Genes, or Junctions 

In some cases it is useful to distinguish matings not 
only by their type, but further by their genic content. 
For example, in following the consequences of sib
mating in the neigh,bourhood of the locus of a factor 
kept segregating, we may use the generation matrix 

TABLE 13 

wfi X/4 yfr y'fl x'/4 w'/1 
aaXllD • . w 
a!JxaD • . X 

aax!JD. y I 
!J!JxaD. y' •' 
a!Jx!JD • x' 
!J!Jx!JD. w' 

in which each of the mating types previously 
distinguished has been divided into two, mutually 
convertible by the substitution (ab). · 

Taking the matrix as a whole, including the first 
and last rows, the determinant of the .\ matrix is 

(1-.\)2(1-¥2)(1+2.\-¥2) 

giving the six latent roots 

+!. -!, E, E-l and 1 twice. 
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Corresponding with the two ·unit roots, there are two 
principal components 

L 3w+2x+2y+· y'+ x' 
L' x+ y+2y'+2x'+3w'. 

For the remaining rational roots we find, 

~ 
! x+2y-x'-2y' M, 

-! x-2y-x'+2y' N, 

while the two irrational roots give, 
~ 
E E x+y+ E X1 +y' 

!-E (!-e)x+y+(!-E).x' +y' 
P, 
Q. 

To find the frequency of any mating type, such as 
w', after n generations of sib-mating, we express w' in 
terms of the principal components 

w' = lL'+lM+/iN-/oCI+6e)P+i\(6e-4)Q 

so that if the initial mating is of type ab X aD, giving 
x0 = 1, it follows that 

w',. = lL'o+l(!)"Mo+li(-!)"N0-/o{I+6E)e"P0 + 
:fo(6e-4)(!-E)"Q0 

= l+l(f)"+# -!)"-M3+8e)e"-~(7-8E)(f-E)". 

The limiting value is l, as was to be expected. 
To find the ·average number of generations required 
in those cases in which the mating of type w' is ultimately 
established, we require 

00 

3 1: (w',.-w',._J)n 
n=l 

00 

= J: (I-3W',.)· 
n=O 

3 I I 3 3+8e · 3 7-8e 
= - 8(!) - 8 · I +l + 20 · I -e + 20 • !+e 
= - i - h + Ia (I4+44e) + lo (36-44e) 
= -1+7! = 6f. 
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Consequently there is an average delay of 6f 
generations in the establishment of the homogeneous 
mating 6b X bD in this l of cases,- while the i which 
end in aa X aD are completed more quickly. The actual 
distribution of the delay can of course be obtained from 
w' ,. 

18. Parent-offspring Inbreeding 

Inbreeding may be carried out progressively by 
using parent-offspring matings, .in which each individual 
is used in two successive generations, first as offspring 
and next as parent. Tlie system differs from that of 
sib-mating, first in that matings between individuals 
having no gene in common cannot occur (or at least 
can only occur after an irregularity such as a sib-mating 
introduced in the inbred line), secondly in that the mating 
between homozygote and heterozygote (type u) must 
now be subdivided into two mating-types, according as 
the parent or the offspring is homozygous. 

Following out the genetic consequences of these 
matings, we find the following ~-matrix :-

TABLE 14 

Ofl'spring. Parent. ~ u'o Vo Xo Wo 
2 2 2 4 I 

ul aa a!J -2.\ I 
u'l a!J aa -2.\ . 
Ell . a!J a!J 1-2.\ I 
xl a!J ac 2-4.\ 
wl . aa 6/J -.\ 

The mating type w has been included in order to 
illustrate the evaluation of its complexity when it arises, 
as it may, through an irregularity in the mating-system • 

. The latent roots and corresponding principal com-
ponents are :-

! X 
o u-v 
£ 2u+4£u' +4£v+(4£+ 1)x+4w 

!-£ 2u+(2-4£)u' +(2-4£)v+(3-4£)x+4w. 
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For the largest root, E, the frequencies of the three 
surviving mating-types are :-

Offspring. Parent. Per Cent. 
aa X alJ u 2-2E 38•1966 
alJ X aa u' -J+4E 2J•6o68 
alJ X alJ 'll 2-2E 38•1966 

and the complexities, in absolute measure :-

Offspring. Parent. +s. 
aa X alJ u 2(1+E) •7236 
alJ X aa U' (1+6..) 1"1708 
alJ X alJ v (1+6..) 1•1708 
alJ X ac X (2+7E) 1•5326 
aa X "" w 4(1+E) 1"4472. 

It is remarkable that this system should give a 
rate of progress towards inbreeding exactly equal to 
that of successive sib-matings. It is still more remarkable 
that the intercalation of a single sib-mating in such a 
series should retard progress to exactly the same extent 
as the intercalation of a parent-offspring mating in a 
series of sib-matings. 

For a sib-mating intercalated in a series of parent- . 
offspring matings, which will be resumed by the use of 
one of the sibs as parent in ·the next generation, we 
find the following matrix of probabilities :-

Sib-mating u • .. u' .. v • .. w 

TABLE 15 

Last Parent-offspring Mating. 

u 

! 
! 
! 

u' 

! 
! 
! 

fJ 

1 
1 
! 
l 

It will be noted that, following a last parent-offspring 
mating of type v, which will produce two unlike types 
of homozygote, it is possible that the following sib
mating shall be of type w. Multiplying the columns 
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by the frequencies of u, u', and v determined above, 
we find:-

!U+lU'+!V+l(I-t:)W, 

and inserting the values for U, V, etc., we have:-

!U 
!U' 
!V 

1{1-E)W 

+20 
2+ 2E 
r+ 6E 
1+ 6E 
3- 2E 

identically the same result as that obtained for a parent
offspring mating intercalated in a sib-mating series. 

19. Effect of Parent-offspring Inbreeding on the Differential 
X-Segment or on any Tract Carried in Constant Segregation 

With the designations shown in the table we find the 
following ~-matrix. 

TABLE 16 

Offspring. Parent. Uo u'o v, v' • 
Ut .• alJ aD -A l 
u't aD alJ -A . 
Vt aa /JD -A 
v't . /JD aa A 

Only in u and u' have the mates a gene in common, 
as they must have if produced by parent-offspring 
mating. The equation for the latent root is 

~ = o, or ~~ = !, 

giving two roots of equal absolute magnitude. Progress 
towards homozygosity is thus considerably (1 ·635 times) 
more rapid than in other parts of the germ-plasm with 
parent.:offspring matings, and than any part of the 
germ-plasm with sib-matings, being half as rapid as 
selfing diploids. Numerically this is '34658 per 
generation. 
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The principal components corresponding to the two 
roots are . 1- • 1 - , 

L . u+!u'v 2+!v'·v 2, 

M = u-iu'vz-!v'v'2. 
Hence the expressions for u and u' in terms of L, M, 
and v' are 

u = !L+!M 
, IL IM , 

U = . 1- - • ;- -2V . 
V2 :Y2 .. 

Then, after n generations 
u,. = !L,.+!M,. 

Similarly 

= ~ {(-v;rLo + (- ~rMo}· 
= 2 -lnu0 when n is even 

but 2-l"(iu'0vz+v'0V2) if n is odd. 

u_',. = 2-ln(!u'0v'2+v'0V2) if n is even 
but 2 -lnu0 if n is odd. 

Since no root exceeds all others in absolute value 
there is no limiting frequency distribution. 

In this case it is of interest to set up a cycle of sib 
and parental matings, which may be done in a variety 
of ways. For example, in three generations we may 
have two parental and one sib mating, in accordance 
with the pedigree :~ · 

I I 
A X B s 
-1 I I c X B PI 

I I_ 
I c X D Pa 

I 
I I 

A' X B' S'. 
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Such a scheme can be carried out in two ways, 
according as A (and therefore C) !s dominant or 
recess1ve. Let us suppose that A is dominant (or male). 
Then the two possible mating types for S, x, and y 
will produce the two possible mating types u, tl in P 1 

according to the table. 
TABLE 17 

Generatwtt Matrix-for Sib-mating 

a!JxaD aax!JD 
Offspring. 

a!J 
aD 

Parent. 
aD 
a!J 

u 
u' 

X y 

Next, the two possible mating types in P 1 will yield 
the same in P1 according to the second matrix :-

TABLE 18 

Generation Matrix for First Parent Mating 

u 
u' 

u u' 

• I 

Finally, the two possible types of sib-mating will be 
produced by these according to the matrix :-

TABLE -19 

Generation Matrix for Second Parent Mating 

u u' 
X 

y 
. ! 
. l 

! 
l 

Multiplying the three matrices together we obtain for 
three generations :-

TABLE 20 

Matrix for Cycle of Tltree Generations 

X y 
X • ! 
y • l 
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The latent roots are o and 1 ; as this is the result of 
three generations we may put~ 

' 
As= l 

- A = ·629¢05249 
-log,A = ·462098120 

as a measure of the rate of progress on this system in 
the parts of the germ-plasm concerned. It exceeds 
even that for parent-offspring matings (·34658), and is 
more than double as great as the speed of sib-matings. 

Such a scheme is capable, therefore, of greatly 
accelerating inbreeding in a marked portion of the 
germ-plasm. It will, however, only be advantageous 
if it does not greatly retard progress in portions inherited 
independently. For these we find the three matrices:-

TABLE 21 

u " w s u u' v pl 
u l ! u ! ! pl- u' l I Pa u' ! S' 
'II l ! " l ! 

of which the product is :-

TABLE 22 

u 'II w - -
32 32 16 

u 10 12 8 
S' 'II 5 6 4 

w 

The latent roots are o and l 2 (9± V 73). 
The dominant root is therefore 

A3 = ·548250117 
A = ·818451428 

-log.,A = ·200341226, 

u u' v Pa 
u ! ! ! 
'II l l l 
w. l 

s 

showing that progress on the whole 1s retarded by 
about 5 · 47 per cent. 
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If, therefore, it is thought that. any characters of · 
importance, for example in dairy cattle, are carried in 
the sex chromosome, it is possible relatively rapidly to 
render this region homozygous, without much retarding 
the progress towards homozygosity in the autosomes. 

The reader should try the effect of using a recessive 
or female as animal A ; a second variation when A 
is a dominant is to use it a third . time. It would be 
interesting also to trace the effect on genes linked with 
the marker, ~sin t4e followi~g section. 

20. Loci Linked with Heterogenic Loci 

Th~ condition at any locus in the same chromosome 
as a segregating dominant may be specified, writing 
first that one of the four genes which is in the same 
chromosome as the dominant gene, as one of ten possible 
conditions, as follows :-

1. a/Jx66 
· 2. 6ax66 

J. 66xa/J 
4- a/J xa/J 
s. aax66 

TABLE 23 

6. a/Jxac 

1· 6axae 
8. aax6c 

9· 6cxaa 
10. a/Jxcd 

Then, if y stands for the recombination fraction with 
the locus of the dominant, the .A-matrix for a single 
generation of sib-mating is shown in Table 24. 
The 5 X 5 determinant for the digenic cases is reducible 
to the quintic expression 

F 



TABLE 24 

(I) (2) (3) (4) (5) • (6) (7) (8) (9) (Io) 
; 

~-

I. (I-y)1-A yz I-2y+2ya ya, (I-y)a 
,· 

: 
2. -A I ·- ~y-2y2. :. . . 

; 

3· y• (I-y)a. I ':'"":4A I. I-y2 2y-y2 . 
4· y(I-y) y(I-y) . I I-4A I 3Y-3Y2 3Y-:3Y2 I 2Y-2Ya 2y(~ -:-Y) 

5· I-2y+2y2 -A . . . 
,, 

--
6. I..::.yz-~ 2y-y2 r' '· 2y(I.-y) . . 

' 
7: 

" 

. I-2Y+3Y2 2-4y+3y1;t' I-2y+2y1- I:-2JI+2y2· . . : .. 
! ~-

8. : .. : 
I-2y+y2, ya -:2~ 

.. 

: . . .. . . ~ : : 
' ' 

9· . y• (I-y)• -A .. ~ 

IO. ~ .• I -~y+2y2-2A 
. . ... .. 

•" H 



ALGEBRAIC MATRIX 

This has one linear factor, 

1-2y+2y2-2:\, 

75 

which leaves, for the remaining four roots, the equation, 
(1-2y)(I-2y+2y2) 

+>t (I-2y)(J-4Y+4Y2
) 

-2:\2(2-Sy+8yz-4Ya) 
-8:\3(1-y) 
+8:\1 = o. 

In terms of the recombination fraction y, the dominant 
root takes the values of the .following table :-

TABLE 25 

Speed in Terms of Recombination Fract~on 

y 
per cent. 

0 

5 
10 
IS 
20 
25 

- A. 
1•000000 

"942277 
•898358 
•870419 
•8513774 
·8374848 

-log. A. 

0 

"05945,··· 
•10719 
"13879 
•16oc}o 
•17735 

Speed per cent. of 
Unlinked Loci. 

0 

28·o5 
50· 58 
65"49 
75"92· 
83•67 

The 4 X 4 d~terminant also for the trigenic -~~ses has 
a single linear factor, namely 

1-2y+2y2+¥ 

corresponding to the root -l when y is !, and to the 
root -l when y is zero. The remaining factor is 

(1-2y)(I-2y+2yZ) 
-¥2(2-3Y+2y2) 
+8:\3. 

When y is zero, the roots are those already found 
for the recessive allelo~orphs of a dominant factor kept 
constantly segregating. 

As in the case of an unlinked factor the root for the 
tetragenic mating is the same as· one of those of the 
digenic matings, namely 

• !(1-2y+2y2). 
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Corresponding with any latentroot-wecan, as always, 
obtain the principal component and the frequency 
distribution. Thus for the case of 5 per cent. recom
bination with ~ = ·942277, the limiting frequency 
distribution for cases not yet fully homogenic will be 

1. abxbb 
2. baxbb 
3· bbxab 
4. abxab 
s. aaxbb 

TABLE 26 

5 per cent. 

73~378 
2'491 
8·J67 

J2•873 
3'091 

Limit,y = o. 
Frequency. Complexity. 

3/Y 3 

·4 
8 2 
2 2 

Thus at a recombination distance of 5 per cent. of 
100 cases not yet homogenic nearly three quarters will 
be composed as if no crossover had yet occurred in the 
intervening segment, ~hile in one quarter the gene in 
the chromosome carrying the dominant is also present 
in at least one, but not in all, of the chromosomes 
bearing recessives. · · . 

With alternate matings of parent and offspring, we 
must specify not only which mate is parent and which 
offspring, but also which of the four gametes represented 
carries the dominant marker, or the Y of the sex 
chromosome (these. are shown by bold type). Of the 
mating types possible only ten can arise from mating's 
of parent and offspring. These give the ~-matrix, in 
Table 27. 

For the 
the factors 

three trigenic cases, the determinant has 
~ 

I -2y+ 2y2-2~2. 

gtvmg a zero and two equal roots of opposite stgn. 
While the seven digenic cases give the equations 

~3 = 0 

or 



p 0 (1) 

1. a!Jx!J!J -A 
2. !J!Jxa!J 1-J' 
3· bax!J!J . 
4· aaxa!J . 
5· a!Jxaa . 
6. a!Jxa!J . 
7. a!Jxa!J . 

8. a!Jxac 
9· abxac . 

10. a!Jxac 

~ 

ALGEBRAIC MATRIX 
TABLE 27 

Linked Locus witlt Piz,ental Matings 

(2) (3) (4) (S) (6) (7) (8) 

1-)' . . . . !(1-y) 
-A J' . . . . . . -A . . . lJ' . . . -A l . . . . . . l -A l . }(1-)') 
J' . . -A l . . . l . l -A !(I-)') 

. . . . . . -A . . . . . . . . . . . . . ·y 

77 

(9) (1o) 

!(I-)') . . . . 
lJ' . lJ' 
lJ' . 

. lJ' 
-A !(I-)') 
1-J' -;-:A 

a ~~--------~--------~~~~~--~----~~~--------4 
110: z :::; 
z 
:;:) ... 
0 

~ ~~--------+---~~--+-~~ 
w 
u 

"" w .. 
0 
w 
w ... ... 

0 5 10 IS 20 
RECOMBINATION PERCENTAGE 

FIG. 9.-The relation between speed of approach towards homozygosity 
and linkage with a locus constantly segregating. 

25 
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TABLE 28 

Speed in Terms of Recombination Fraction 

y ~. log. I/~. Speed per cent. of 
per cent. Unlinked Loci. 

0 1•0000000 0 0 

5 ·9637827 •03689 17"41 
10 "9308963 •07161 33"79 
IS "9011291 "10411 49"13 
20 •8759171 "13248 62•51 
25 ·8551887 •15643 73•81 

The reduction in the length of the segments attached 
to- a dominant is slower than with sib-matings, chiefly 
because a new chromosome including the dominant is 
only introduced once in two generations. This is only 
partially counterbalanced by the greater efficiency of 
crossover segments bearing the corresponding recessive. 

21. Polysomic Segregation 

Polysomic organisms differ from disomic in having 
more than two chromosomes mutually homologous and 
capable of pairing, and of interchange of segments. 
Organisms with sets of four homologous are tetrasomic, 
with six hexasomic. The gametes of tetrasomic forms 
are diploid, those of hexasomic forms are triploid. 

For any chosen factor disomic organisms are classified 
as homozygous or heterozygous according to whether 
the two allelomorphs are equivalent or unlike. For 
polysomic organisms the parallel classification is more 
complex. With disomic organisms there are only two 
alternatives because there are only two partitions of 
the number 2, namely those wntten (2) for the homo
zygote, and (12) for the heterozygote. There are five 
partitions of the number 4, and eleven of the number 6. 
These are set out below, with representative gametic 
formulce. These last:may be written in full, or contracted 
on the same system as chemical formulce. 
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TABLE 29 

Partitions Genetical Contrac-
of Four.. Formula. tion. 

Partitions 
of Six. 

(6) 
(S 1) 
(42) 
(31) 
(41 1) 

(321) 
(2') 
(311) 
(2111) 
(21') 
(r') 

aaaa 
aaalJ 
aa!J5 
aa!Jc 
a/Jed 

a, 
a65 
allz 
aafJa 
aiJc 
aa5ae 
a.b.c, 
aa5cd 
a.baed 
aa5cde 
a/Jcdef 

Descriptive Term. 

homogenic 
heterogenic-(3 1) 
heterogenic-(21) 
heterogenic-( 2 1 1) 

heterogenic-( I') 

nulliplex or quadruplex 
simplex or triplex 
duplex 
trigenic 
tetragenic 

homogenic nulliplex or sextuplex 
heterogenic·(SI) simplex or quintuplex 
heterogenic-(42) duplex or quadruplex 
heterogenic-(31) triplex 
heterogenic-(41 1) trigenic 
heterogenic-(321) trigenic · 
heterogenic-(21) trigenic 
heterogenic-(3 11) tetragenic 
heterogenic-(2111) tetragenic 
heterogenic-(21') pentagenic 
heterogenic-( 11) hexagenic 

The descriptive terms hitherto available, based on 
the number of dominant. genes, go only a short way 
towards drawing the distinction;;; necessary. 

The frequency of the different- possible· types of 
gamete which any heterogenic organism can produce . 
may be derived by the same method as Fisher and 
Mather (6) have used for simplex, duplex and ~riplex 
organisms ; this is that with tetrasomic organisms every 
selection of two out of the four available occurs with 
equal frequency, these making t<;>gether the fraction 
1 -a. of all gametes, while the remaining- gametes 
containing two twin loci are. equally divided among 
the four ways in which these ITlflY be selected. With 
hexasomic .organisms, also, all tqe twenty selections of·· 
three out of the six available occur with equal frequency, 
the total of these being 1-{J, while the remainder, {1, .. 

· is divided equally. among the thirty ways of using a.· 
pair of twin loci and one other. · 
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The gametic output of the four types of heterogenic 
tetrasomics is therefore :-

TABLE 30 

Parent. a a a!J "• 
!(2+ a.) !(2-2a.) !a. a8b 

. aaba }(I+2a.) t(4-4a.) }(I +2a.) 

The trigenic genotype az/Jc gives s1x types of gamete 
as follows 

i\(2+4a.)all, i\(4-4a.)ab, i\(4-4a.)ae, 
t\(3a.)bll, i\(3a.)ell, i\(2-2a.)be. 

The tetragenic genotype abed gives 
la. each of all, bll, ell, dz ; 

and }(1 -a.) each of ab, ae, ad, be, bd, ed. 

The ·gametes from the three kinds of digenic 
hexasomics are as given by Fisher and Mather :-

TABLE 31 

I 
Parent. aa aa!J aba 

. "· 

a6b 3+2P 3-3P p· 
aaba 3+3P 9-SP 3+P p 
aaba I+3P 9-3p 9-3p I+3P 

Similarly, the trigenic hexasomics give :

TABLE 32 

Parent. a a "· &a aab aba "ae !Jc8 aca aae 
---- - 1--- -- -
a abc 6+6P 9-5{1 4/1 p fJ 4P 9-SfJ 
a8!Ja& 3+9/1 4/1 I8-6p 9+3P 3+P 4P 6{1 9-3p 
aaba&a 2{1 2{1 2{1 3+ p 3+ p 3+{1 3+{1 3+P 3+ fJ 

----
+6 
+IS 
+20 

abc 

--
6-6{1 +30 

18-18{1 +6o 
12-12{1 +30 
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With four genes there will be twenty different possible 
kinds of gametes. Thus a parent of type a3ocd out of 
sixty gametes will give:-

TABLE 33 

3+9/l of type • • a1 • • • 

9-3/J each of types a/J, a,c, a.d • 
6/J each of types a!J1 , ac1, ad1 • 

9-9/l each of types a!Je, a!Jd, acd • • 
2/J · each of types 6ze, 6e1, 6zd, 6d1, e1d, ed1 

3-3/J of type • • !Jed 

3+ 9/l 
27- 9/J 

+•8/J 
27-27/J 

+12/J 
3- 3/J 

6o 

While the genotype ~o2cd yields out of sixty :-

TABLE 34 

4/l each of types a 1, 61 • 

6+ 2/J each of types aa!J, a!J1 • • 

3+ p each of types a,c, a.d, !J,c, 61d 
4/l each of types ac1, ad1, 6e1, 6d1 
2/J each of types ezd, ed1 • 

12-12/J each of types a!Je, a!Jd • 
6- 6p each of types acd, !Jed • 

+ sp 
12+ 4/J 
12+ 4/J 

+•6/J 
+ 4/l 

• 24-24/J 
12-12/J 

6o 

A pentagenic genotype has thirty-five possible kinds of· 
gamete ; thus a2ocde gives out of sixty :-

TABLE 35 

4/l oftype • . a• • . + 4/l 
3+ p each of types aa!J, a,c, a.d, aae 12+ 4/J 

4/l eachoftypes a!J1, ac1, ad1, ae1 +r6p 
6-6/J each of types a!Je, a!Jd, a!Je, acd, ace, ade . . 36-36/J 

2/J each of types 6ze, 6ad, !Jae, 6e1, e1d, eae, 6d1, ed1, dae, 
6e1, ee1, de1 24{J 

3-3fJ each of types !Jed, !Jee, !Jde, ede . 12-12/J 

6o 

Finally, the hexagenic parent abcdef gives twenty kinds 
of gamete like abc, each with frequency. (1-{J)j2o, and 
thirty kinds of gamete like ~beach with frequency fJ/Jo. 
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22. Selfing Tetrasomic Organisms 

On self-fertilisation a polysomic organism of given 
partitional type will reproduce its own and other types 
with frequencies expressible as quadratic functions of 
a or {:J. Thus the tetrasomic genotype digenic-(31), 
with gametic output, 

Gamete 
Frequency 

ab 
2-2a 

will on self-fertilisation produce homogenic offspring with 
frequency 

(z+a)2+a2 = 4+4a+za2 -;-r6 

heterogenic-(3 1) offspring with frequency 

2(2+a)(2-2a)+2(2-2a)a = 8 -8a2 -;-r6 

and heterogenic-(22) offspring with frequency 

2(2+a)a+(2-2a)2 = 4-4a+6a2 -;-16. 

The generation matrix for such plarits will in general 
be of the second degree in a in each element. . Thus for 
selfing tetrasomics we have, omitting the frequencies 
homogenic :- ' 

bO 
1:: ·c 
P. 

l£l 
0 

TABLE 36 

Gen~ation Matrix for Selfing a Tetrasomic Organism 

Parent. 

/o(31) /o(21) /o(21a) /o(1 4) 

)() 36 72 12 

/1(31) 8 -8a1 16+ 16a-32a1 I6+S2a-68a1 12a-12a1 
/1(21) 4-4a+6a1 18-24a+24a1 18-24a+51a1 2- 4a+na1 

/1(211) 36-36a 8- 4a- 4a1 

/1(1 4) 2- 4a+ 2a1 



SELFING TETRASOMICS . 
Since the number of different genes cannot increase, 

the matrix is hierarchical. The diagonal block for" the 
tetragenic genotype yields the latent root 

2-4a.+2a.2 = 12~, ~ = l(r-a.)2, 

with the corresponding principal component 

/(I'), 
so that 

j,.(I 4) = {l(I-a.)2}o/0(1 4). 

That for the trigenic genotype likewise gives 

36-36a. = 72~, ~ = !(I-a.), 

with the principal component 

/(212)+2/( I 4). 

The diagonal block for the digenic genotypes yields 
the quadratic equation 

(8-8a.2-I6~)(I8-24a.+24a.2-36~) = 
( I6+ I6a.-32a.2)(4-4a.+6a.2) 

or 
~2-l(6-4a.+a.2)~+/s(S-I2a.+9«2-2a.3) = o, 

giving the two solutions 

lCs-2a.) and l(I-a.)z. 

The four latent roots with the corresponding principal 
components are shown below. For all values of a. the 
order of the roots is unaltered, and two are always 
equal. It will be remembered that any linear function 
of the two given for the double root might equally be 
regarded as a principal linear component. 

The principal linear components of frequency corres
ponding with the root ( 1- a. )''/6 are 

/(I4) and 

3(2 -2a.+ Ja.2)/(3 I )-8( I +a.-2a.2)j(22)+(2- Ioa.+ I 7a.2)j( :uB). 
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The remaining roots' are single, with the linear com
ponents set out below. 

Root. 

(I -a)/2 
(5-2a)j6 

TABLE 37 
Roots and Principal Components of Frequency 

Principal Linear Component of Frequency. 

/(212)+2/(r') 
3/(3I);-4/(21);-5/(2I2);-6j(I') 

The dominant latent root is· (5-2 a) /6, which takes 
the value ·83 when a = o, and only (ails to ·8 when 
a = · 1. The rate of progress towards homozygosity by 
selfing tetrasomics is therefore about the same as with 
sib~matings, or parent-offspring matings of disomics. 
Polysomy is, therefore, a powerful means of protection 
against inbreeding. Its occurrence in plants deserves 
to be considered from this point of view. The protection 
is strongest where a tends to zero, in the neighbourhood 
of the centromeres. 

The limiting frequency ratio of the digenic genotypes 
is given by 

/(31) -. /(22) - /(31)+/(22) - 3/(31)+4/(22). 
8+8a- 16a2 6-6a+ga2 14+2a-7a2 12(4-a2) ' 

consequently the proportion heterogenic after n genera
tions of selfing tends to 

~~~;:_-:_!)a
2 

. (
5 

6
2a)" { 3/o(31)+4/o(22)+sfo(21 2)+6fo(1') }· 

It will be noticed that the coefficients of the 
frequencies are the sums of the products of the parts 
of the corresponding partitions taken two at a time. 

23. Selfing Hexasomic Organisms 

To follow out the results of selfing in hexasomic 
organisms, the work is similar, though heavier algebra 
has to be handled. The generation matrix is presented 
in sections of three or two columns in the following 
table (38). . 



TABLE 38 

lo<sr>/36 /o(42)/22S /o(31)/200 .. . . 

fi(SI) 18- 6fl- 4P 54+ 30{1- 28fJI 18-t,48{1-18f11 
/1(42) 9- 6fl+ 1P 108- 42{1+ 22f11 . 99- 6fl- 9P 
/1(31

) 6fl- 4P 54- 6{1- 4P · 82-48{1+18fJI 

/ 0(411)/150 . /o(321)/36oo fo(21)/ISO 

/1(51) 36+16{1-2opt 162+528{J-130fJI 12{1+ 4f11 
-

/1(42) 27-14fl+3of11 549+1Sofl+2SJfJI 9+18{1+ SfJI 
/1(31

) 24{J-13fJI 324+156{1+ 8f11 9+ 6fl+ sP 

/1(411) 39-30{1- p• 486+18of1-378f11 9+3ofl-23f11 
/1(321) 36- 2{1-IOfJI 164}2-672{1-1 S6f11 90-24{1-18f11 
/1(21) 6- 6fl+ sp 378-396{1+3o6f11 33-42{1+25fJI 

/o(31 1)/1200 / 0(2111)/900 

/1CS 1) 54+144{1- S4fJI 48{1+ 16pt 
/1(42) 81- IB{J+I61f11 27+ 42{1+ 61f11 
h(31

) 108{1- 28f11 18+ 36{1+ 20fJI 

/1(411
) 216 -ssp 4S+ISofl-· 83pt . 

/1(321) 324+192fl-164f11 288+rs6fl-I4of11 
/1(21) 84- ¢{1+140fJI 99-114fl+I27fJI 

/1(31 1) 168- ¢{1- 72f11 JoB+ 24{1-132{11 
/1(2111) 270-252{1+ 78{11 315-342{1+123{11 

/o(21 1)/900 /o(11)/6o 

/1CS 1) 24{1+ sp 
/1(42) 9+ 6{1+ 61f11 2{11 
/1(31) 24{1+ 20{11 . 2{11 

/1(411
) 27+ 90fl+ 3fJI 8{11 

/1(321) J08+324{J-144{JI' 24{1- 8{11 
/1(2') 63- 90{1+147{11 3- 6{1+ 11{11 

/1(31 1
) 1o8+2o4f1-312{11 36{1- 36f1" 

/1(2111) 40S-342fl+IS3fJI 27- 18,8+ 15{11 

h(21 1) 180_:240,8+ 6of11 27- 30,8+ 3fJI 

/1(11
) 3- 6{1+ 3fJI 



TABLE 39 
(I-fJ)2 +20 

/(x') I . . 
/(214) . 2(9-24/J+23/J2) 24( 3- 4/J+ fJ2) 
/(2212) I -2(I -fJ)(9+ n{J2) -4( 49-S7/J+28/J2) 
/(318) . 45 --:42/J+ l3fJ2 IS( 19-10/J- 9/J1) 
/(23) . 4(279-42/J-77/J2

) 

/(321) . . -3(1 II-78/J+47/J2) 
/(41 2

) . . 4( 42+ 9/J-31,82) 
/(32) . . 
/(42) . . . 
/(51) . . 

(3-/J)(1-{J)+15 I 
/(18) 3 -2(I8-39/J+4I,82) 
/(214) I 0 
/(2212) -2( 3+I6fJ-I9/J2) 
/(31 3) . S( 9- 6fJ+ S/J2) 
/(28) . -2(27+ 9/J- 16,82

) 

/(321) -3-16{J+I9,82 
/(412) . 2(24- 7fJ+ 3{12

) 

/(32) 
/(42) . 
/(SI) . 

(7-3fJ)+IO I 
/(I') 10 
/(21') 8 
/(2212) 6 
/(31 8) 5 
/(28) 4 
/(321) 3 
/(412) 2 
/(32) 
/(42) . 
/(51) 

. 
-234+ l I70/J-2000/J2+ I I82{J3

- 390/J' 
152.::...- S98fJ+II70fJ2-I294fJ8+ 330fJ4 

-138+ 393/J- 248fJ2- 295/J8+ 416/J' 
738+ 732/J+ 6o4{J2-2316{J3+ 1042/J' 

-522- x8fJ+ 1344,82-2306/J~+ 862{J4 

I7S2-4752fJ+S726,82-I824,83+ 458,8' 
3(2403- 1098/J- 636,82 - 646,83 + 297,84) 

:-8( 729- 459,8- 273,82 + 277,83- 74,8') 
xo( 324--: 639,8+ 588,82- 107,83+ 10,8') . 

(33-27/J+2/J2)+7S 

IS 30( 87+ 7/J+ 33,89
) 

9 . 2(801 +36/J+334,82) 
4 2(339-41 fJ+2o1,82) 
3 3(237+ 2fJ+xo8,82

) 

- 6( 27+42/J- 32/J2
) . - S( 9+36/J- 34fJ2
) . 6( 66+ufJ+ 19{12) 

-18( 24+I9,8- 9fJ2) 
- 4( 27+42,8- 32{12) . so( 9+ 3/J+ ,82) 

(27-4fJ) +30 

.IS 
14, 

: 
13 
12 
12 
II 

9 
9 
8 
5 

. 

-z 
tJ:j 

~ 
M 
t:<1 
0 -z 
C> 



MULT-IPLE. ROOTS 

The ten latent roots are all functions of p, positive, 
rational and diminishing as P increases. The smallest 
root is quadruple for all values of {3, the two next larger 
are double roots, and only the two largest are single 
roots.: Table 39 shows the five values of the latent 
roots,· and the corresponding principal components· of 
fr,equency. _ Fpr each value one component of. frequency 
i_s~ a. very ~imple form independent of. {J, ,the .coefficients 
beiJig th~ ··suiits of · the. products of · the parts of · th~ 
corresponding: partitions taken 2, 3, 4, 5 .ot:- Q-, ~t· a ;time.; 
·~-~·The dettiminati<?n ofthe otherprincipalcomponerits; 

offers . the- 'difficulty' that. they a're 'algebraically in-~ 
determinate .. E.g. the third .comp~ment· given for 'the' 
root (1~{J2)/2o might be alterecfby an arbitrary multiple, 
of the second component. To render it determinate. by: 
assigning an arbitrary value, zero, to one of the pen~-r 
somic frequencies, would yield a non-integral solution' 
with a denominator quadratic in p. To obtain integral 
solutions wa~ troubleso~e, and I ··do nQt suppose the. 
form in which I have presented these coefficients is .the 
most intelligible p:~ssib~~· · · .. · 

24. Sib-matings with Tetrasomic Inheritance . t 

Among the ~any problems of i~breeding which ca~ 
only be treated cursorily are those in which two poly'-1 

ploids are mated. The number of mating types comes 
in these cases to be very large. Although, as we have 

.. seen, there are only five distinct p~rtitions of tile 
number 4, and so only five types in tetrasomic inheritance 
corresponding with homozygotes and heterozygotes in 
disomic inheritance, yet the number of mating types 
is found to be sixty-eight, and, ·as a· combinatorial 
problem, these are difficult to . enumerate. Classified 
according to the number of genes present, there are 
found (Table 40, overleaf). -
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Number of 
Genes. 

2 

3 
4 

TABLE 40 

Number of Mating 
Types. 

I 

8 
I7 
20 

Number of 
Genes. 
. 5 

6 
7 
8 

Number of Mating 
Types. 

I3 
6 
2 

Although, therefore, the complete system is 
hierarchical, the diagonal blocks in a_complete enumera
tion would have up to twenty rows and columns. We 
may therefore confine attention to cases in which only" 
two genes are present, and we have onlyto deal with 
an· 8 X 8 matrix. · . 

Even in this case it would be difficult to handle the 
matrix in general when double reduction is taken into 
account. The eight matings involving two gene~ may 
be represented as follows:-

Genetical Formula. 
a, XAa1 
Aa1 XAa1 

a, xArz1 
Aa3 xAza. 

TABLE 4I 

Brief Designation. 
NxS 
sxs 
NxD 
SxD 

Genetical Formula. 
a, xAaa 
Arz.xAaaa 
Aa1 XA 1a 
a, xA, 

Brief Designation. 
NxS' . 
DxD' 
s xS' 
NxN' 

If we enquire for any mating types to what genotypes 
the offspring will belong, we may use the gametic 
frequencies of Table 30 and find :- · 

TABLE 42 

a,x Aa1 x a,x Aa1 x a,x Arzax Aa1 x 
Aa1 Aa1 A.a. Arza Aaa Aza. Arz 

1-

a, 2+ a 4+4a+ • 1 I+211 2+ 511+ 2a1 a I+ 411+ 4«1 211+ 111 
Aa1 2-211 8-411-4111 4-411 Io- 211- 8111 2-211 8+ 811-I6m1 4 -4111 
Arza a 4-411+6..1 I+211 IO-Io..+l2111 2+ a I8-2411+24111 8-411+6..1 
Aaa 4«-4111 . 2+ 6..- 811• . 8+ 8a-I6m1 4 -4111 
A, a• a+ 2111 . I+ 411+ 4111 · 211+ a1 

. . 

4 I6 6 24 -4 36 16 

a,x 
A, 

. 
I . . 

I 
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Next, if pairs of sibs are chosen at random for 
mating, the frequencies with which different mating 
types will be made up will in three cases be quadratic 
in a, as in selfing tetraploids, but in four more cases 
will be of the fourth degree. For example, from Nx S 
and SxS for comparison, we shall have:-

NxS 
sxs 
NxD 
SxD 
NxS' 
DxD 
SxS' 
NxN' 

TABLE 43 
NxS 
--"I6 

8-4<&-4a1 

4-8<&+4a1 

4a+2111 

4<&-4al 

sxs 
256 

64+32<&-48<&1 -32<&1-16<&1 

64-64<&-32<&11 +32<&1 

32 - +32a.1 +32<&1 +24a' 
64-64<&+32<&1 +64a1-96"'-

32<&+16<&·-32<&•-•6<&' 
16-32<&+64<&1 -48<&1 +36<&' 

64<&-96<&1 +32a.' 
s~~·+ s~~•+ 2a.' 

The determinant will therefore be a very trouble
some one, being not only of the eighth degree in ~ 
but of the twenty-second degree in a. We have learnt, 
however, from the case of selfing with tetrasomic 
inheritance that the effect of double reduction in 
increasing the speed with which the homogenic condition 
is established, though perceptible, was not there large. 
Consequently, it will be useful to consider in more 
difficult problems the case a. = o, appropriate to loci 
not far from the centromere. 

The 8 X 8 ~-matrix is then :-

TABLE 44 

NxS SxS NxD SxD NxS' DxD SxS' NxN' -- ----r-6 36 -- -- 648 -8- --
4 144 4 I 

--------
NxS 2-2A 4 8 10 . 16 . 
sxs I 4-16A 16 26 I 64 I . 
NxD 2 2-36A 10 36 
SxD 4 8 6o-144A 2 288 4 
NxS' . . . 2 -4A 16 . 
DxD I I 25 I 162-648A 2 I 
SxS' . 10 64 I-SA . 
NxN' . . I . -A 

G 
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Direct evaluation and simplification of the deter
minant shows it to have a constant factor, -256, and 
the factor in ~ of the eighth degree 

I+I~-243<JA2-3148~3+70368o~'+84og6o.\5-35,I68256A6 

+85,84704o.\7-53,7477I2>..8• 

When such an expression has factors it is not easy 
to recognise them. Since, however, the eight numerical 
values of ~ which reduce it to zero are all real, they 
may be calculated with sufficient accuracy, and their 
reciprocals examined, whereupon it appears that there 
is one linear factor 

two quadratic factors 
I+IO~- I2~2 

and 

and one cubic factor 

I -7~-240>..2+432')..3• 

The latent roots of the ~-matrix in order of absolute 
magnitude are therefore :-

(5 +v' 37)/12 

(13+v' 241)!144 
(5-V37)/12 

TABLE 45 

A IM 
"92356,35442 1•08276,2530 
•57669,29002 I •73402,5163 
·198o8,45465 5·04834,9393 

-·0<)023,02108 -JJ·08276,2530-
-•07479,98483 -13•36<)01,1070 

•05366,25037 18·63498.5907 
I/36 ·02777,77778 36• 
(13-'\1"241)/144 -·01752,89910 -57•04834,9392 

From the reciprocals it is easy to see which roots belong 
to quadratic factors. · 

For the dominant root 

- log) = ·0795 I 5,6737 
- I/log) = I2·567I4. 
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Compared with sib-mating in diploids (for which 
log. I/E = ·21193,53554), the effect of tetraploidy is to 
retard the approach to the homogenic condition, in the 
ratio 2 ·66533, so that the time needed to produce 
equivalent effects is increased in this ratio. For selfing 
the corresponding ratio is 3·8cu78, both these being 
maximal values accurate when a is zero. It is evident 
that in a self-sterile species in which the closest inbreeding 
commonly practised is sib-mating, tetrasomic inheritance 
affords a powerful additional protection against the 
immediate injury due to homozygosity. 

In the case of irrational roots encountered in previous 
examples it has been not inconvenient to express the 
complexities and the corresponding frequencies exactly 
as linear. functions of the dominant· root. When this 
root is derived from a quadratic equation this is always· 
possible, but, as the present example shows,.it may have 
little real advantage over a direct numerical solution. 

The complexities do indeed stand in ratios to each 
other expressible as simple functions of ~. · but the 
frequencies do not:, so that when the complexities are 
expressed in terms of the average surviving mating 
type, a very cumbrous factor is involved .. The absolute 
complexity of the mating type N x S in fact comes to 

486,438476~+41,808623 ....;- 866,434032 

and the others will have similarly complex expressions. 
The simple ratios and the numerical values for the 
absolute complexities are shown in Table 46. 

The frequencies to which after long sib-mating these 
mating types will tend do not stand in simple ratios one 
to another. The exact expressions are shown in Table 47. 

Using these expressions it is easily found that a 
parent-offspring mating intercalated in a sib-mating 
series reduces the complexity in the ratio ·937736, and 
is equivalent in sib-matings to only ·8o85 of a generation. 
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TABLE 46 

Complexities of Eigltt Mating Types 

Mating Type. In Terms of the Least 
Heterogenic Mating. 

Absolute Numerical 
Value. 

NxS 
sxs 
NxD 
SxD 
NxS' 
DxD 
SxS' 
NXN' 

Mating Type. 

NxS 
sxs 
NXD 
SXD 
NxS' 
DxD 
s xs' 
NxN' 

Total 

I 

4-\- 2 
4(5 - 4-\)/3 
(8A- I)/3 
I7-I6A 

8(2A- I)/3 
6- 4-\ 

32 -32A 

TABLE 47 

·56677 
'96o25 
'98674 

I·20693 
I•2599I 
I·28033 
I·3o682 
I•38629 

Frequencies of Eigltt Mating Types 

Exact Relative Frequency. Numerical Value, 
per cent. 

I35909,294720A- I24073,000272 
-945299.974464-\+874534.242688 

579I53,470472A-53447I,958836 
354573,89I072A-325593,325440 

-I00934,657856A+ 93267.985744 
I7I36o,906264-\-I57508,224704 

- I9I846,I I I232A+ I77438,7I6288 
- 29I6,8I8976A+ 2695,I28323 

6289,56379I 

23'020I9 
23·68444 
6·56759 

29·86207 
•76977 

II'99545 
4•08044 

•02004 

99'99999 

25. Parent-offspring Matings with Tetrasomic Inheritance 

With parent-offspring matings distinction must be 
made when the genotypes are not symmetrically related 
between that of the parent and that of the offspring. 
If, however, double reduction is ignored, the mates, 
if a parent and offspring, must have at least two genes 
in common; for this reason only nine of the twelve 
possible mating types occur in a regular series of 
parent-offspring matings, for N x S', S' x N and N X N' 
are excluded, and will only occur. in an irregular 
mating. 
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The ~-matrix fo~ the nine possible mating types is :
TABLE 48 . 

A-matrix for Parent-offspring Inbreeding 

0 p NxS SxN NxD SxS SxD DxN DxS SxS' DxD -- -6- - -- -6- 18 2 2 4 12 12 4 

--- - ------- --
NxS -2>. I . I I . . . 
SxN I -2.\ 4 . . . . . . 
NXD . . -6.\ . I I . I 
sxs . I . 2-4.\ 5 . I . 
SxD . . . . -12.\ 4 6 . 8 
DxN . . I . . -6.\ . . . 
DxS . . . I 5 . -12.\ 2 . 
SXS' . .. . . I . .. 1-4.\ . 
DxD . . . . . I 5 . 9-18.\ 

, 

Expressed as a polynomial in ~ the determinant 
comes to 

S7tM2(1-26~+ 116~2+ 548~3-3432~4-14¥5+ I2g(j<M8 

-10368~7). 

There is a double root at zero, and the remaining seven 
are the roots of the three factors 

(1-tM)(I-ItM-~2+I4¥3)(1-¥-8~2+u~3). 

The roots are all real, and in order of absolute 
magnitude are 

and twice 

"92893.00976 
·s86o4,24264 

-"45809,41990 
-•2226o,73015 

·19583,07681 
·16666,66667 
·OS323,15418 

o·o. 

For the dominant root, 

log 1/~ = ·07372,17879 
1/log I/~= 13·S6451. 
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The speed of approach to the homogenic condition 
is thus slower than for sib-mating by 7·637 per cent., -
and the time taken to make equal progress is 2·87480 
times as great as for disomic organisms bred in the 
same way. 

The numerical values of the frequencies and com
plexities corresponding with the dominant root are :-

TABLE 49 

Frequency, per cent. Complexity. 
NxS 13"4305 "396705 
SxN 8·9159 "737023 
NxiJ 2"3505 "743826 
sxs 26·8215 "972579 
SXIJ 15"7518 I •158530 
IJxN "4217 1•197566 
nxs 15•3245 1•271972 
S XS' 1",9334 1•294878 
nxn 15·0502 1•296770 

Total Ioo·oooo 

The corresponding complexities to be ascribed to the 
three missing mating types, if one of these were intro
duced as an irregular mating, are easily obtained. 
For example, the mating Nx S' leads with equal 
frequency to D x N and S x N; its complexity is 
therefore 

I 

2~ (I "I97566+ •737023) = I "04I300; 

for S' xN we find equally 
I 
2~ (I•27I972+I·294878) = I·381616 

and for NxN' 

I 
X (I "197566) 

Evidently S' xN is. the most complex mating type 
from which to start a series of parent and offspring 
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matings ; such organisms could not indeed, without 
double . reduction, be related as parent and off
spring, but any such. mating in which the simplex 
member was to be used a second time would, as a 
progenitor of a parent-offspring line, receive this 
designation. 

There is thus no special difficulty in evaluating the 
effect of a sib-mating intercalated in a continuous 
series of parent-offspring matings. This is found to 
diminish the complexity in the ratio '932671, and has 
94 ·55 per cent. of the effect of a parent-offspring mating. 
In both series, therefore, an irregularity somewhat 
delays progress, although in a continuous series, sib
matings in tetrasomic organisms are more efficient than 
parent-offspring matings. 

26. Double Cousin Inbreeding 

In a good many bisexual organisms sib-mating is 
wholly or largely precluded· by unisexual families. In 
man an instinctive reluctance to the mating of near 
kin has apparently led to such matings being forbidden 
by social custom. Cousin and double cousin marriages 
are, however, widely allowed, and among many peoples, 
both civilised and uncivilised, are so customary as to 
be almost obligatory. A widespread convention is for 
a son to marry his mother's brother's daughter, and 
for a woman to marry her father's sister's son. Such 
a rule allows of the perpetuation of a line with only two 
matings in each generation and, although it is probable 
that irregularities must often occur, owing to the failure 
of offspring of one sex or the other, it is' by no means 
certain that some peoples have not been inbred approxi
mately as closely as such a rule would imply for very 
long periods ; for the custom is widely diffused and 
therefore presumably very ancient. Tests of the 
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1 

homozygosity of common genes, such as those deter-
mining the blood groups, M. and N, should supply a 
useful measure of the extent to which inbreeding has 
actually progressed in such cases. 

As was shown in a previous example, when only 
two genes are considered, the number of types of pairs 
of matings is thirteen. This gives a I 2 X I 2 matrix 
which is just not unmanageable. Indeed the practical 
difficulty of this example is more due to a second 
circumstance, which has not been encountered in 
previous cases, namely that many of the latent roots 
involve an imaginary component, and are mathe
matically speaking complex numbers. The numerical 
extraction of complex roots of an equation is 
much more troublesome than that of the real though ir
rational roots, with which we have principally been 
concerned. 

Using the designations previously adopted for these 
pairs of matings, and following out the genetic 
consequences of each, we find the following I 2 X I 2 

geperation matrix, ignoring the homogenic mating 
type tt :-

TABLE so 
tu uu tv tw uv vv uw vw tu' uu' ww tt' 

16 16 
-

64 128 8 16 -
4 I 4 4 I 

tu 2 4 4 6 8 
uu 4 4 10 16 2 
tv 2 4 8 
tw 2 2 4 
uv 4 16 32 2 4 4 
vv 4 8 I 2 I 
uw 4 8 16 2 4 
vw 4 8 2 
tu' 2 8 
uu' 6 16 2 
ww 2 
tt' I 

Apart from the numerical factor -I 28, the deter-
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minant may be reduced to the following express10n 
of the twelfth degree :-

I 
+2A 

-156A1 

-2IS+\8 

• -6912A' 
+nn6oA5 

+14796SA8 

+1,224704-\7 

-11,190272A8 

-1,703936A1 

-19,922944-\10 
+159,3S3552A11 

-134,21772SA11• 

After evaluating the real roots and two at least of 
the imaginary pairs, it appears that the polynomial in 
~ is the product of four rational factors, one of the first · 
degree, two cubics and one quintic, as shown helow. 

Linear Factor. 
I 

-16A 

TABLE 51 
Cubic Factors. 
I I 

+2A +SA 
++'· +64-\1 
-SA1 -512A1 

Quintic Factor. 
I 

+SA 
-32AI 
-64-\• 

-1024-\' 
+2o4SA5 

The cubic factors both have one real and one pair 
of complex roots. The two cubics present the peculiarity 
that substituting ~ for ¥ reduces the second to the first ; 
consequently each root of the second equation is one 
quarter of the corresponding root of the first equation. 
For the first cubic the roots are 

Real Root. 
"91964,33776 

Complex Roots. 
-·20C)82,I6SS8 or ·36S67,63529 
±·30314,53646 i exp i 124°·6S89974. 

The real root here is the dominant root of the entire 
matrix; for this value 

log.,~= ·o8376,93187,5 
I/log. ~ = 11"93754.4854· 
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Inbreeding by continued double cousin mating in 
diploids is thus more rapid than sib-mating in tetraploids 
by 5·140 per cent., and 12·777 per cent. more rapid 
than parent-offspring mating of tetraploids, in the 
absence of double reduction, while it is 22 ·942 per cent. 
slower than the self-fertilisation of hexaploids with the 
same restriction. The complex roots have been specified 
above in the two forms 

x+zy = r exp iO 

where 0 has been given in degrees. The amplitude r, 
which is positive, is the rate of decay of the absolute 
value of the corresponding complex linear component 
of the frequencies, and the angle is the increment in 
each generation of its argument. Thus if 

L+iM 
is the linear component of the frequencies corresponding 
with a complex root, L and M being real, we have 
the relation 

L,.+iM,. = ;. .. ei'liJ(L0+iM0); 

equating real and imaginary parts, w~ find that 
L,. = r"(L0 cos n0-M0 sin nO) 
M,. = r"(L0 sin nO+Mo cos nO) 

are a conjugate pair of real equations, expressing the 
frequencies after n generations of inbreeding in terms 
of the initial values of these conjugate components. 

By reason of the relationship between the roots of 
the second cubic and those of the first, the three roots 
of this factor are easily derived from those of the first, 
and the angle of the complex pair of roots is unchanged. 

The quintic factor has three real roots and one 
complex pair, namely :-

Real Roots. 
"57642,13329 
•19372,87567 

-·o8925,19450,S 

TABLE 52 
Complex Roots. 

-·09044,90722,7 or ·22133,95947 
±·20201,53001,5 i exp i 114°·1196743 
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Of the six real roots, therefore, five are positive and one 
negative, while the real parts of all six complex roots 
are negative. The absolute values in order of magnitude 
are:-

Source 
First cubic 
Quintic • 

TABL~ 53 . 

First cubic, pair 
Second cubic 
Quintic, pair • 
Quintic • • 
Second cubic, pair • 
Quintic-
Linear factor 

'91964 
• "57642 

•J6868 
•22991 
•22134 

• '19373 
• 'OC)216,9 
• •08925,2 

•o625o,o 

The numerical values of the frequencies and com
plexities correspond,ing with the dominant root are :-

TABLE 54 . 
Matings. SymboL Frequency, per cent, Complexity. 

aaxaa,aaxafJ tu 23•28074 •5719006 
aaxafJ,aaxafJ uu 23'97967 '9599771 
aaxaa,afJxafJ tv 5'23339 ·9895201 
aaxaa,aax!JIJ tw 1·69835 I"0438S8o 
aaxafJ,afJxafJ Uti 20•8J017 1•1937726 
afJxafJ,afJxafJ "" 8·21620 1•2437442 
aaxafJ,aax!JIJ uw 7•18706 1•24811o6 
afJxafJ,aax!JIJ fiW ;&·SJ799 1•2980821 
aaxaa, afJx!J!J tu' 1•26620 I•J071¢5 
aaxafJ,afJx!JIJ uu' 4'14916 1•3276251 
aax!J!J, aax!J!J ww 1'55126 1'3524201 
aaxaa, !J!Jx!JIJ tt' ·o698o 1•4705919 

99"99999 

REFERENCE 
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APPENDIX A 

SPECIES BEARING ONE OFFSPRING AT A BIRTH 

27. Model Mating Systems 

In many species, and those among the slowest 
breeders, one offspring only is to be expected at a birth. 
The use of successive sib-matings is then particularly 
time-consuming, for, whichever may be the sex of the 
first-born, a second mating will certainly be required, 
and this will produce an offspring of the right sex in 
only half the trials. The frequency of a delay of 
1, 2, 3, ......... birth intervals after the first birth is 
given by the geometric series 

I 2 3 ........ . 
t ! l 

from which 1t 1s easily seen that· the average delay, 
beyond the time needed for the first birth, will be two 
birth intervals. 

The alternative of using parent-offspring matings, 
using each animal twice only, which, as has been seen, 
is equally efficacious in securing homozygosis, is 
manifestly preferable for such species, since young of 
the right sex will be supplied by the first birth in half 
the cases, by the second birth in quarter, and so on. 
Such a system therefore saves time, as compared with 
sib-mating, at the rate of exactly one birth interval in 
each generation. _ 

In cases, however, in which the first, or the first 
two births produce offspring of the wrong sex, it may 
well be asked whether use cannot be made of these to 
advance the progress of the line more expeditiously 
than by waiting passively for the appearance of an 

100 
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offspring of the desired sex. SeveraJ alternative possi
bilities present themselves, some of which are discussed 
below as examples of the manner in which such opera
tional policies may be investigated. 

MoDEL C.-If the first offspring is always used with 
the parent of opposite sex, the generation matrix is 

The equation for l is 

aaxa!J 
Uo 

. l 

. ! 

8l2-8l+r = o. 
The dominant root 

a!Jxa!J 

l = ·85355,33906 = i(2+V2} 
- log,l = ·15835,88971 
-I/log~ l = 6·31476992. 

If g is the ratio of the minimal generation time to 
the time interval between births, the time taken by this 
method to attain 3: standard degree of inbreeding may 
be compared with that required by other methods:-

(C) First offspring method • • 
(B) Alternate parent-offspring method 
(A) Sib-matings 

• (6•JI477)g 
• (4•71842)(g+1) 
• (4·71842)(g+z). 

It is obvious that some parent-offspring method is 
quicker than the sib-method with animals bearing only 
one at a birth; also, if g is less than 2·9557, the use of 
the first offspring is quicker than the policy of waiting 
for one of the sex wanted. 

The comparatively high value of the root, ·85355, 
shows that the use of the same animal in more than 
two generations is somewhat disadvantageous. Reiter
ated use is also avoidable, for a possible policy would 
be to use the same parent no more than three times, 
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and to continue every third mating until an offspring 
of suitable sex appears. Although, as will appear, 
this method can be improved on, it is in many circum
stances better than those discussed above. The method 
of calculating its speed is also of some interest. 

In this case (model D) we must distinguish six 
possible types of mating, in three of which the parent 
is used for the second time, and in three for the third 
time. Writing the genotype of the parent first, these 
are:~ 

abxaa 
u 

aaxab 
v 

abxab 
w 

using the parent for the second time, and u', v', w' 
when used for the third time. The generation matrix 
is then found to be :-

TABLE 55 

Uo/4 Vo/4 Wo/4 u'0/2 v'0/2 w'0/2 

ul -4A I .I 
vl -4A 
Wt I-4A 
u't .I -2>. 
v't 
w't 

Two of the roots for A are zero, and the remainder are 
roots of the quartic equation 

32A4-8A3-IOA2-3A-I = o. 

The dominant root is 

A = ·82358,93624 
log, A= ·19408,32199 

-1/log. A= 5•14253· . 
Since the third use of a parent only occurs when 

on the second use the offspring is of the wrong sex, 
only one third of the matings will be of this kind, after 
which an offspring of the right sex must be awaited. 
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The time needed for a standard amount of inbreeding 
is therefore (s- 14253)(g+l) 

and this is less than the value for alternate parent- · 
offspring matings, if g is less than 6·gr, a value exceeded 
by man, but I think not by other animals. It is also 
less than the value for the method using always the 
first offspring when g exceeds r ·48, which also must 
generally be the ca·se. · · 

This method is not, however, to be recommended in 
practice since, for example,. when the parent is a male, 
he might have a second offspring by his daughter, 
before the first by his granddaughter. If this turns 
out to be a male, either a mating to his mother or to 
his sister will become possible. If the granddaughter 
bears a son, he with his mother will carry on the line ; 
but if a daughter, she could be mated to any brother 
of her mother. 

When a male is mated repeatedly with a daughter 
and a granddaughter with a view to using a male born 
to one of the matings with his mother, the order of 
preference among the males born will influence both 
the retardation of the matings relative to the minimal 
generation time, and the proportion of cases in which 
one animal is used three times in succession. . Only an 
exact calculation can show the simultaneous effect of 
both influences. 

Let us suppose that when a male is bred to a 
daughter and granddaughter the order of preference is 
as follows :-

Offspring of Daughter. 
I 
2 

4 
6 

Offspring of Granddaughter. 

3 
s 
7 
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while a female is only-mated to a grandson if the first 
two born to her son are both male. Then the fraction 
of males used in a third generation is 

HI + ~ + ;2 + . . . . ) = ~· . 

while that of females is 

HI + i + ; 2 + . . . ) - ~· 
In all, therefore, 

t(I/6+1/4) = ._ti 

is the frequency of carrying on the line by third matings. 
Further, for males the average delay is 

Ci+h){I+z(!)+3(!)2+ ... } = i 
and for females 

. The situation is then that of twelve second .matings 
by males, two are carried on by a third generation 
using the first born, and ten as second matings of the 
mother, with a total delay of sl birth intervals; .the 
two third generation matings being continued as second 
matings to the female with a total delay of i of a birth 
interval. While of twelve second matings of females, 
three are carried on by third generation matings to the 
first born, and nine as second generation matings of 
the father, with a total delay of three birth intervals; 
the three third generation matings being continued as 
second matings to the male, with a total delay of three 
birth intervals. Thus the total delay is twelve birth 
intervals in twenty-nine generations, or the average time 
of a generation is g+H. . 

The generation matrix depellds only on the propor-
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tion of third matings used, irrespective of the time 
elapsed ; multiplied by 48 it is :-· 

TABLE 56 

-48A I9 19 . 24 
I9 -48A 

19-48l 
24 

19 . 24 
5 5 -48A . 

5 -48A 
5 5 

From this the equation for lis found t<? be 

46o8A1-1824\3-1202A3-285A-25 = o 

of which the dominant root is 

A= ·81743,52344 
- log, l = •20158,36o35 
-I/log, A= 4·96o720925. 

24 

24 

. 
-48A 

The time taken on this system (model E) to make one 
unit of progress is 

4 '96072(g+~) ; 

this is generally, but only slightly, shorter than the time 
needed in the first model case involving third matings. 
By using, however, a different schedule of preference 
(model F) 

I 

3 
Males 5 2 

4 
6 

I 

3 
Females 2 

4 
5 

the delay is reduced to H birth intervals, at the expense 
of using an increased proportion of third matings. This,· 
of course, increases A, which is now the largest root of 

I8432A1 -5952A3-5I86A1-I58IA-289 = o 
l = ·82111,28303 

- log, A= •19709,47486 
-I/log, A.:_ 5'07370I8g8. 

H 
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Table 57 shows that in the range of g considered the 
speed of this method is 3 r to 8o per cent. higher than 
that of sib-matings. In all special cases, other methods 
will suggest themselves; it is in order that these may 
be scrupulously examined before adoption that the full 
examples set out above have been presented. 

TABLE 57 

Table of Time, in Birth Intervals, required to Make Unit Advance in 
Inbreeding, Using Different Methods 

g= 1•6 2•0 2•4 2·8 3"2 3·6 4"0 

~--- ----
Sib-mating (A) 16·986 18•874 20•761 22•648 24"536 26•423 28·311 4"71842 (g+2 
Alternate parents (B) 12•268 14"155 16•043 17"390 19•817 21 ·705 23"592 4"71842 (g+l 
First born (C) . 10•104 12•630 15"155 17•681 20•207 22"733 25"259 6·31477 g 
Model D 9"942 I I "999 14"056 16·113 18•170 20•227 22•284 5"14253 (g+i 
ModelF 9"445 11•474 13"504 15"533 17•563 19"592 21•622 5"07370(g+!i 

28. Time Criterion for Choice of Mating 

An objection to any schedule of preference based on 
birth order is that it takes no account of the actual 
deviations from average times, which though they 
cannot be foreseen are known to the experimenter who 
makes the choice. To take proper account of the 
circumstances we should need a rule of the form, " The 
offspring of a third mating is to be preferred to an 
offspring of the preceding second mating if born not 
more than x days later." 

Since third matings will not, to judge by the results 
of the preceding section, need to be very numerous, 
we may, as an approximation, treat the third matings 
as exceptional irregularities in a series of alternate 
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parent-child matings. . For such a series the matrix :-

TABLE 58 

Uo/2 flo/2 w0/2 

ut· -2.\ I 

f)l • -2A . 
wl • I J-2l 

has a dominant root 

A= E = lCvS+•), 
with frequencies 

f(u) =f(v) = (2e-1)j(w) =f(w) 
2E · 2£ 

and complexities 
c(v) c(w) 

c(u) =-= (2E-1)c(w) = -. 
2E 2E 

The expected effect of a third mating is given by the 
matrix:- · 

TABLE 59 

flo . 
l . 

l 
so that the reduction in . complexity due to a third 
mating is 

!{f(u)+f(w)}{c(u)+c(w)}+!f(v)c(v) 
+f(u)c(u)+f(v)c(v)+f(w)c(w), 

which may be reduced to 

4E++3 = 2._ (7+2E) = •86180,33989. 
4E 4 10 

The negative natural logarithm is · 14872,81o98 or 
70· 176 per cent. of that of a generation of continuous 
alternate-parent mating. This suggests that when 
third generation matings are sufficiently rare they will 
be preferred if the offspring of the right sex born from 

H2 
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the third' generation mating is not younger than tliat 
born to the second generation mating by more than 
70 per cent. of the observed average generation length. 
If, for example, this average were found to be 8go days, 
we should prefer the offspring of the third mating to 
that of the second if born not more than 623 days later. 
In this way allowance is made for the actual ages of 
the animals available. 
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THE EFFICACY OF SELF-STERILITY MECHANISMS 
AMONG HERMAPHRODITES IN DIMINISHING 
UNIONS BETWEEN NEAR RELATIONS 

The three chief methods of avoiding self-fertilisation 
in hermaphrodite plants are distylism, tristylism and a 
system of self-sterility allelomorphs. 

All of these are effective in preventing self-fertilisa
tion, but unequally effective in lowering the frequency 
of matings between near relatives. With distyly, all 
progenies resemble the general population in giving 
the two phenotypes in equal numbers ; consequently 
neither sib-matings nor parent-offspring matings are in 
any degree diminished by this mechanism. The same 
applies to direcious organisms. 

lrt two cases the inheritance of the 'polymorphic 
variation of a. tristylic species has now been elucidated. 
The genetic analysis reveals the number of genotypes 
giving each form of flower, and subject to equal 
viability and fertility of the different legitimate crosses, 
the frequencies of the different genotypes of an open
pollinated population, the frequencies of the different 
legitimate matings, and the frequencies of the genotypes 
produced by each. On the basis of such an analysis 
we can. therefore infer, subject to the simplifying 
conditions imposed, the effects of the system on the 
frequencies of matings between individuals of chosen 
degrees of kinship. · · 

In Oxalis valdiviensis (7) there i.s disomic inheritance 
involving two Mendelian factors, rather closely linked. 
There are seven genotypes produced by legitimate 
pollination of which one is Long-styled, two are Mid
styled and four Short-styled. The frequencies in an 

log 
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open-pollinated population in genetic equilibrium are 
shown, with theirgenetic symbols, in the following table. 

TABLE 6o 

Symbol. Frequency. Style Type. 
ms jms I L 
Msjms 4Y3-6 M 
MsJMs 7-4\1'3 M 
mSfms 4-2\1'3" s 
MS/ms 3VJ-S s 
mSJMs 3VJ-S s 
MS/Ms 7-4\1'3 s 

For each style type the frequencies given above add 
to unity ; they are therefore referrable to a total 
population of three plants. 

Legitimate matings among these seven genotypes, 
without distinguishing reciprocal matings, which are 
equivalent, number fourteen. Of these two are between 
Long and Mid, four between Long and Short, and 
eight between Mid and Short. The frequencies of the 
different matings will be three times the product of the_ 
frequencies of the two genotypes involved, or one third 
of the product of the values given above. The frequencies 
expressed in reference to a total of three matings, are 
as shown in Table 61. 

The proportion of parent-offspring matings which 
would be illegitimate is half the sum of the frequencies 
in the offspring of the parental phenotypes ; for 
sib-matings it is the sum of the squares of the three 
phenotypic frequencies. Parallel matings of double 
heterozygotes in coupling and repulsion which are of 
equal frequency may conveniently be averaged. It 
will be noticed that linkage makes no difference to the 
general frequency of parent-offspring matings, but that 
it does somewhat increase the frequency of illegitimate 
matings among sibs. ' 
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TABLE 61 . 

Offspring. Proportion 
Incompatible. 

Symbol. Frequency. 

I I L M s Parent-I Sibs. Offspring. 

Long and Mid 

msfms = Msfms 4vi-6 ! ! ... ! ! 
msfms = MsfMs 7-4Vi ... I ... ! I 

Long and Slwrt 

msfms = mSfms 4-:zvj l ... ! ! ! 
msfms = MSfms Jvi=-s !q lft : } i (I-pq)/2 
msfms = MsfmS JVJ-s !P }q 
msfms = MSfMs 7-4vi ... ! ! l ! 

Mid and Slwrt 

Msfms = mSfms zsv3-48 l l l i i 
Msfms = MSfms 66-JSviJ lq l(r+p) t } 7 (7-pq)/16 
Msfms = mSfMs 66-JSVJ lp l(I+g) 'i1r 

Msfms = MSfMs szv3-CJO ... ! ! l ! 
MsfMs = mSfms 52-JOVJ ... ! ! ! l 
MsfMs = MSfms 4IVJ=-7I ... ! ! l ! 
MsfMs = mSfMs 4rv3"-7• ... l ! l ! 
MsfMs = MSfMs 97-56vi ... ! l i l 

If for all fourteen types of mating the proportion of 
illegitimate parent-offspring matings is multiplied by 
the frequency and added, the general proportion of 
illegitimate matings is found to be 

(6\1'3-s)/12. 
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'The proportion legitimate is therefore 

(I7-6VJ)/I2, 

and, since with unrelated plants this proportion is 
two-thirds, the effect of the genetic system is to reduce 
the proportion of parent-offspring matings in the ratio 

(17-6VJ)/8 
or 

82 · 596 per cent. 

For sib-matings we have a corresponding reduction in 
the ratio 

or, as a percentage, 

For sib-matings, therefore, the proportionate 
reduction ranges. from 77'452 per cent. for absolute 
linkage (pq = 0) to 8o. s88 for very loose linkage, or 
independence (pq = t). For Oxalz's valdz'v£ensz's the 
recombination fraction has been found to be about 
7 per cent., and pq must be about ls· 

Compared with a distylic species, therefore, the 
tristyly in 0. valdz'vz'ensz's avoids about one in six 
parent-offspring matings, and a little more than one in 
five sib-matings. The latter effect is slightly enhanced 
by the dose linkage of the two genes. 

A ·second case of tristyly is supplied by Lythrum 
salz'carz'a, (8) in which the loci for Mid- and Short-style 
are unlinked .. " . Inheritance is, however, tetrasomic, and 
double reductfon has been shown to occur at both loci. 
At the locus for Mid the frequency of double reduction 
has been determined to be about 8 per cent., and, using 
this value, the frequencies of fifteen genotypes in · a 
cross-pollinated population, with equal viability· and 
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fertility, have been calculated to be as follows, for a 
population of 1000 plants. 

Long 
Mid 
Mid 
Mid 
Mid 

TABLE 6z 
Not Short, s,. 

333"3333 
275"9408 
52"1439 
4'9246 
0•3241 

Short, Ss1 and S1s1 • 

179•6645 
114•7611 
33'6590 
4'9246 
O•J241 

Owing to double reduction at · the Short .locus a 
certain fraction of each class of Short genotype will 
be duplex for the Short gene. In equilibrium this 
fraction is 

3a/(4-a), 

where a is. the frequency of double ·reduction at the Short 
locus. The frequency a has been very roughly deter
. mined at about 2l per . cent., so that about one in 
fifty-three of each class of Short will be duplex. This 
proportion does not affect the frequency of legitimate 
matings of parent and offspring, but would have some 
influence on the frequency for whole sibs. 

The frequency of legitimate matings for parent and 
offspring may be expeditiously calculated from the 
frequency of the different style types from Long, Mid 
or Short seed-parents. 

TABLE 63 

Style Types of Legitimate Offspring from Different Seed-Parents 
Seed-Parent. Long. Mid. Short. 

Long 429·96 370'04 250•0() 
Mid • 322·47 427·53 250-oo 
Short • 247·57 252·43 soo·oo 

Whence it appears that the proportion,s ·of legitimate 
matings with offspring are :- · · 

Seed-Parent. 
Long 
Mid 
Short 

TABLE 64 
Per cent. 

• 57'004 
57"247 
so·ooo 
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Thus, on the average, 54·750 of parent-offspring crosses 
are legitimate, or 8 I· I 7 5 ·per cent. of the proportion in 
the general population. 
· The protection afforded against matings of parent 
with offspring in L. salt"carz"a is thus very nearly equal 
to, though a trifle greater than in 0. vald£v£ens£s. 

The effect of a series of self-sterility allelomorphs is 
less determinate owing to its dependence on the 
frequencies with which these occur. If all are rare, 
as seems often to be the case, then almost all matings 
will be of the type 

and all genotypes of offspring will be cross-fertile with 
both parents. Since there are four intra-sterile types of 
offspring appearing in equal numbers, compatible sib
matings will be reduced to 7 5 per cent., or rather more 
than in 0. valdt"vz"ensz"s. This form of self-sterility is, 
therefore, an efficient one for annual plants, though not 
so efficient as tristyly for perennials. 

There will, however, be a proportion of matings of 
the type 

giving only two genotypes, and having therefore so 
per cent. protection against sib-matings. In_ these 
crosses, moreover, half the offspring will be incompatible 
with the pollen parent, so that there will be only 7 5 per 
cent. compatibility in parent-offspring crosses.· The 
large number of self-sterility alleles usually found will, 
however, make such matings comparatively rare. 

In effect, then, a series of self-sterility alleles provides 
the greatest protection against homozygosity for annual 
plants, in which sib-mating is of importance, while 
tristyly may be more effectual in perennials. Tristyly 
also is not upset if the powerful additional protection 
of polysomic inheritance is superimposed on the self
sterility mechanism, as in Lythrum sa!t"cart"a. 
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APPENDIX c 
THE FUNCTION OF INBREEDING IN ANIMAL 

AND PLANT IMPROVEMENT 

Great practical success has attended the production 
of improved varieties, most conspicuously in ma1ze, 
by the following cycle of operations :-

(a) Choice of foundation stock. 
(b) Inbreeding to produce a homozygous, or nearly 

homozygous, line. 
(c) Crossing chosen lines ; the first generation from 

a pair of lines may be further crossed either 
to a third line, or to another first cross from 
different parent lines. Further crosses may be 
made using independent inbred material. The 
result of such crosses is used for production, 
and not as a self-perpetuating variety ; it is 
produced anew as required from the inbred 
lines maintained permanently as parent stock. 

In interpreting the working of such a cycle of 
operations it is important to observe that, starting with 
a cross-bred population containing numerous genotypes 
with definite frequencies, the whole cycle will merely 
reproduce these same genotypes with the same pro
babilities provided that :-

(a) The foundation individuals are chosen at random. 
(b) Inbreeding is carried on without selection. 

·(c) Inbred lines are crossed at random. 

Any improvement actually effected mU:st therefore be 
ascribed to selection at one or more of these three stages. 

Most animal and plant material of value to mankind 
owes its value to the selection in past generations of the 

n6 
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visible good qualities of individuals. Carried out over 
long periods, and by innumerable individual breeders, 
each careful to preserve his best stock, this is undoubtedly 
an effective -method of improvement ; it is indeed the 
necessary foundation for all ·improvement. Since; 
however, domesticated varieties do not very rapidly 
change their average performance, the dramatic improve
ment effected by inbreeding cannot be ascribed to the 
single act of the selection of the individuals used to 
found the line. Its success may, of course, owe much 
to the choice of good stock from which these- individuals 
are selected, but improvement above the level already 
attained by this stock is often far greater than careful 
selection within it, for a single generation, could possibly 
effect. We cannot ascribe the success of the programme 
merely to the fact that the foundation individuals are 
not chosen at random. 

It would be quite impossible to carry out an 
inbreeding programme without selection, for the 
numerous recessive defects which· inbreeding uncovers, 
will by lethality or severe debility exercise a selection -
quite out of the experimenter's control. There are, 
however, grave difficulties of a quantitative nature, in 
the way of accepting the view that the success of 
inbreeding programmes is due simply to the purification 
of the stock by the elimination of a fraction of the 
recessive heritable defects. 

In a cross-bred population carrying numerous 
recessive factors, the effect of each of which, when 
homozygous, is to lower somewhat the physiological 
efficiency, the general performance measured by yield 
of seed will be to some extent, but not greatly, depressed 
by the chance occurrence of such homozygotes. Suppose 
such a recessive gene to have a frequency p; in random 
crossing the frequency of the homozygotes will be p2 • If 
these have their yield lowered by the fraction k, the 
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average loss due to this fraction will be kp2, and the 
total loss pf crop from this cause will be 

S(kp'') 

the summation being taken over all such recessives. 
If no conscious selection is exercised in such a 

self-perpetuating cross-bred population each frequency 
p will come to equilibrium with the mutation rate, 
by which the recessive defect is produced. If the 
chance of survival is equated to the yield, as is reasonable 
with grain crops, the rate of elimination of the genes 
is also measured by kp2 , so . that the sum of these 
quantities for all factors must be equal to the total of 
the mutation rates by which they are supported. 

Since the great majority of mutants are known to 
be deleterious, we might now equate the depression of 
yield in the cross-bred crop to the total mutation rate 
to which it is subject, with, however, a few reservations. 
(i) Recessives causing complete lethality will contribute 
to the total mutation rate, but can scarcely affect the 
performance of the crop as grown, for this will be sown 
with excess seed, and the lethals will not appear at 
harvest ; the same is true of severely handicapped 
types, which will have been crowded out, yielding· 
their space to more efficient competitors. (ii) Improved 
crops rna y now be regarded as working near to a 
" ceiling," or physical limit of production. As such a 
ceiling is approached each factor in the genotype has 
less and less effect upon the yield ; it is probable there
fore that many frequencies are not now in equilibrium 
with their mutation rates; since mutation may not have 
had time to increase these frequencies up to the new 
level of equilibrium. For both these reasons it would 
appear that the total elimination of deleterious recessives 
would make less difference to the yield of cross-bred 
commercial crops than the total . mutation rate would 
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suggest. Perhaps no more than a I per cent. improve
ment could be looked for from this cause. Differenc.es 
of the order of 20 per cent. remain to be explained. 

Factors in which selection favours the heterozygote 
over both homozygotes will establish a stable poly
morphism in which a considerable fraction of the 
population will be below the optimum. Such factors, 
if frequent, might explain a great advantage in some 
first-cross hybrids, but scarcely in later crosses, unless 
a multiplicity of alleles, all deleterious when homozygous, 
were assumed. 

It should be noted that the phase of inbreeding is 
not favourable to the exercise of deliberate selection, 
partly because such selection often can only be applied 
at the expense of retarding the. inbreeding process, 
partly because the effects of factors on which selection 
might usefully be exercised is masked by the segregation 
of a mass of deleterious recessives of no consequence 
to the final product. 

At the third stage at which selection is exercised 
the conditions seem to be more favourable: We are 
not now confined to the physiologically deleterious 
factors, which by selection have become recessive. 
The difference between two different crosses may depend 
on any of the factors available for evolutionary adapta
tion. It may be noted first that "hybrid corn" has 
been an immense success in that species, in which 
thousands of inbred lines have been produced. In 
species in which so far only a few inbred lines have 
become available, success has not been conspicuous. 

When many homozygous lines are available the 
conditions for effective selection seem to be at their best. 
(i) We are selecting the actual genotype to b~ used for 
production, not merely an ancestor of it. (ii) Owing 
to the reliability of breeding performance achieved by 
inbreeding, lots of all sizes will be available for testing. 
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Many crosses get no further than a first inspection, 
but promising crosses may be tested in quantity with 
all the precision which modern experimental design 
makes possible. (iii) Any special advantage, limited 
perhaps by locality or by industrial use, remains a 
permanent property of the hybrid, which will reappear 
whenever it is made up. It can later be produced in 
the quantity appropriate to the special role it is to play. 
Every careful determination of quality is a permanent 
contribution to the optimal utilisation of the material. 

The practical moral of these facts. is obvious. As 
the basis of future livestock and plant improvement 
there is required not a single inbred line, or a few only, 
but a deliberately planned multiplicity. The price paid 
for reliability of breeding behaviour is the impoverish
ment of the genic content, due to the elimination of 
many genes. There need be rio such impoverishment 
if many inbred lines are created simultaneously. 
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